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(57) ABSTRACT 

A Semiconductor memory device is provided which operates 
according to the Specification of an SRAM, and which is 
capable of making the memory cycle shorter than heretofore, 
without normal access being delayed by the influence of 
refresh. An ATD circuit (4) receives change of an address 
(“Address”), and generates a one shot pulse in an address 
transition detect signal (ATD) after an address skew period 
has elapsed. In the case of a write request, a write enable 
signal (WE) is dropped within the address skew period. 
First, writing or reading is performed from the rising edge of 
the one shot pulse, and, in the case of writing, late writing 
is performed using the address and the data which were 
presented at the time of the directly preceding write request. 
Next, refresh is performed during the period from the falling 
edge of the one shot pulse until the address skew period of 
the Subsequent memory cycle is completed. And, for late 
Writing at the time of the next write request, the address and 
the data are taken into register circuits (3,12) upon the rising 
edge of the write enable signal (WE). 

18 Claims, 21 Drawing Sheets 
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SEMCONDUCTOR STORAGE DEVICE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a Semiconductor memory 
device in which the memory cell array is made up from 
memory cells which are the same as a DRAM (dynamic 
random access memory), and moreover which, when seen 
from the outside of the Semiconductor memory device, 
operates with the same Specifications as a general-purpose 
SRAM (static RAM). In particular, the present invention 
relates to a Semiconductor memory device which is Suitable 
for incorporation into a portable instrument, as represented 
by a portable telephone or PHS (personal handyphone 
System) or the like. 

BACKGROUND ART 

SRAMs and DRAMs are typical representatives of semi 
conductor memory devices which are capable of random 
access. When compared with a DRAM, generally an SRAM 
is high Speed, and if it is Supplied with power Source and 
merely an address is input, it is possible for change of this 
address to be detected, and for Sequential circuits in the 
interior to operate So as to perform reading and writing. 
Since in this manner an SRAM, operates only by being 
provided with a simple input Signal waveform, as compared 
with a DRAM, therefore it is possible to simplify the 
Structure of the circuitry which generates this type of input 
Signal waveform. 

Furthermore, since with an SRAM no refresh is required 
for maintaining the data which is stored in the memory cells 
as is the case with a DRAM, therefore, since no refresh is 
necessary, along with its operation being Simple, it also has 
the merit that the electrical current for maintaining the data 
in the standby state is small. Owing to these facts, SRAMs 
are widely used for many applications. However, Since 
generally an SRAM needs Six transistors for each memory 
cell, if a great capacity is anticipated, the chip size becomes 
undesirably great as compared to a DRAM, and there is also 
the shortcoming that the price itself inevitably becomes high 
as compared to a DRAM. 
On the other hand, for a DRAM, because the address is 

divided into two portions, the row address and the column 
address, which must be Supplied Separately, because a RAS 
(row address strobe)/CAS (column address strobe) becomes 
necessary as a Signal for determining the input timings of 
these addresses, because it is necessary to refresh the 
memory cells periodically, and the like, therefore the timing 
control inevitably becomes more complicated as compared 
with an SRAM, moreover, extra circuitry and so on for 
refresh control becomes necessary. 

Furthermore with a DRAM there is also the problem that, 
due to the fact that refresh for the memory cells becomes 
necessary even when there is no access from the outside, the 
consumption of electrical current becomes undesirably 
great. However, since the memory cells of a DRAM can be 
made up from one capacitor and one transistor each, there 
fore there is no need to increase the chip size, and it is 
comparatively easy to count upon increase in capacity. 
Accordingly, if it is a question of manufacturing Semicon 
ductor memory devices of the Same capacity, a DRAM is 
cheaper than an SRAM. 

By the way, as Semiconductor memory devices which are 
to be employed in portable instruments of which represen 
tative types are the portable telephone and the like, up till the 
present, SRAMs are the main type used. This is because only 
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2 
Simple functions have been incorporated in portable tele 
phones up until now and therefore high capacity Semicon 
ductor memory devices have not been required until the 
present, because in comparison with DRAMs the operation 
of SRAMs is simple as far as the points of timing control and 
the like are concerned, because SRAMs are well adapted for 
portable telephones and the like in which it is desired to 
extend the continuous Speech time period and the continuous 
Standby receive time period as much as possible Since their 
Standby current is Small and therefore their power consump 
tion is low, and the like. 

Nevertheless, nowadays, portable telephones which are 
endowed with very rich functionality are becoming progres 
Sively more popular, and functions are being implemented 
Such as Sending and receiving electronic mail, or, by acceSS 
ing various Sites, obtaining urban information Such as data 
about restaurants in the vicinity and the like. Moreover, with 
the most recent portable telephones, functions Such as dis 
play of Simplified contents of home pages accessed on web 
Servers upon the internet are also imminently to be provided, 
and it is also being assumed that in the near future it will 
become possible freely to access home pages and the like 
upon the internet in the same manner as with a current 
desktop type personal computer. 

In order to implement these kinds of functions, it is 
useless only to perform Simple text display as with old Style 
portable telephones, and a graphic display becomes indis 
pensable in order to present diverse multimedia information 
to the user. For this, the requirement has arisen for large 
quantities of data which have been received from a public 
network or the like to be temporarily Stored in a Semicon 
ductor memory device within a portable telephone. In other 
words, for Semiconductor memory devices which are to be 
fitted to portable instruments from now on, it is considered 
that having large capacity like a DRAM is an essential 
condition. However, Since it is an absolute condition for a 
portable instrument that it should be Small in Size and light 
in weight, it is necessary to avoid increase in size and in 
weight of the instrument as a whole, even while increasing 
the capacity of the Semiconductor memory device. 

Although as described above an SRAM is desirable as a 
Semiconductor memory device to be fitted to a portable 
instrument when the convenience of application and power 
consumption are considered, a DRAM comes to be desirable 
when viewed from the aspect of increasing capacity. In other 
words, it may be the that from now on Semiconductor 
memory devices which employ the individual merits of 
SRAMs and of DRAMs will be most suitable for application 
to future portable instruments. AS this type of Semiconductor 
memory device, ones which are termed “pseudo-SRAMs” 
have already been contemplated which, while utilizing 
memory cells which are the same as those employed in 
DRAMs, have specifications almost identical to those of 
SRAMs, when seen from the outside. 
With a pseudo-SRAM, when Supplying the address, it is 

not necessary to Separate it into a row address and a column 
address as with a DRAM, and furthermore timing Signals 
Such as RAS and CAS for implementing this separation are 
not required either. With a pseudo-SRAM, just as with a 
general-purpose SRAM, it is acceptable to Supply the 
address only once, and to perform reading/writing by taking 
in the address internally upon trigger by a chip enable Signal 
which is equivalent to a clock signal for a Semiconductor 
memory device of the clock signal Synchronized type. 
Of course a pseudo-SRAM is not limited to having 

absolute compatibility with a general-purpose SRAM, many 
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of them are equipped with refresh control terminals for 
controlling refresh of the memory cells from the outside, So 
that it is necessary to control refresh from the exterior of the 
pseudo-SRAM. In this manner, many pseudo-SRAMs are 
not So easy to operate as compared with SRAMS, and there 
is the defect that it becomes necessary to provide extra 
circuitry for refresh control. Due to this fact, as is introduced 
below, it has also come to be contemplated to manage 
without controlling the refresh of a pseudo-SRAM from the 
outside, and to provide a pseudo-SRAM which is made so 
that it can be operated with a Specification which is exactly 
the same as that of a general-purpose SRAM. However 
various defects are present with this type of pseudo-SRAM 
as well, as will be described below. 

First, as a first related art, the Semiconductor memory 
device which has been disclosed in Japanese Unexamined 
Patent Application, First Publication No. Hei 4-243087 is 
proposed. With this related art, the pseudo-SRAM itself has 
no refresh timer, but rather it is arranged for a timer to be 
provided externally to the pseudo-SRAM. And an OE 
(output enable) signal is generated exterior to the pseudo 
SRAM when an initial access request is made after the 
refresh time period has elapsed, and it is arranged for the 
reading or the writing which corresponds to the acceSS 
request to be performed after performing a refresh according 
to this OE signal. 

However with a structure like that of this first related art 
there is the problem that the power consumption becomes 
too great, and which renders application impossible to a low 
power consumption product like a portable telephone or the 
like, a premise for which is that it can be used for a long time 
period upon battery power. That is to Say, with the first 
related art, it is arranged for the pseudo-SRAM to latch the 
address which has been input from the outside and to operate 
when the chip enable signal has become valid. However, 
Since with the first related art it is necessary to change the 
chip enable Signal each time the pseudo-SRAM is accessed, 
accordingly the power consumption becomes undesirably 
great due to charging and discharging of the bus lines of the 
chip enable signal which extend upon the circuit board. 

Furthermore, with the first related art, when a read request 
arrives from the exterior of the pseudo-SRAM, reading of 
the memory cell which corresponds to the read request is 
performed after first performing refresh. Accordingly, there 
is the problem that the Starting timing of the read operation 
is undesirably delayed by just the time period which is 
required for the refresh operation. In other words the address 
access time period-which means the time period from the 
time point at which the address is determined to the time 
point at which the read data is output (hereinafter termed 
TAA)-comes to become undesirably long. This problem is 
generated in the same way in the case of writing. That is to 
Say, there is the problem that it is not possible to Start the 
write operation until after the refresh has been completed, 
even if, as an illustration, the write enable Signal and the 
write data have been presented at an early timing within the 
memory cycle. 

Next, as a Second related art, the Semiconductor memory 
device which has been disclosed in Japanese Patent No. 
2529680 (Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First 
Publication No. Sho 63-206994) is proposed. With this 
related art, a structure being disclosed which, just like a 
conventional pseudo-SRAM, is arranged So as to control 
refresh from the outside, a Structure is also shown which, 
while incorporating the structure of this pseudo-SRAM, also 
incorporates further improvements. 

With the former structure, an address transition detect 
Signal is generated upon receipt of the fact that an output 
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4 
enable Signal has become valid, refresh is performed accord 
ing to a refresh address which has been generated interior to 
the pseudo-SRAM, the address transition detect signal is 
generated for a Second time when the output enable Signal 
has become invalid, and refresh is also performed for an 
external address which is supplied from the outside of the 
pseudo-SRAM. However, if the output enable signal is 
generated periodically for each refresh interval, the latter 
refresh whose object is the external address is not really 
necessary, and a useleSS and undesirable waste of electrical 
power takes place, insofar as refresh is performed for the 
external address. 
On the other hand, with the latter structure, change of the 

external address is detected and an address transition detect 
Signal is generated, and refresh is performed for a refresh 
address which has been generated internally to the pseudo 
SRAM in response to this address transition detect signal, 
and after a fixed time period has elapsed thereafter, it is 
arranged to generate the address transition detect Signal for 
a Second time, and normal reading or writing is performed 
by taking the external address as an object. However, if 
reading or writing is performed for a Second time after 
refresh is performed, the Same undesirable problem arises as 
was pointed out with regard to the first related art. 

Furthermore, with this type of Structure, a problem arises 
when skew has appeared in the external address. That is to 
Say, when skew is present in the external address, a plurality 
of address transition detect Signals are generated due thereto. 
Due to this, although the initiation of a refresh by the initial 
address transition detect signal is acceptable, the normal 
access to the external address, which really should be 
performed after the refresh has been completed, is initiated 
by the Second and Subsequent address transition detect 
Signals. In other words, in this case, the acceSS request to the 
external address is undesirably performed, irrespective of 
whether or not refresh is taking place; and this causes the 
type of problem described below. 
The memory cells of a DRAM are generally of the 

destructive read type, in which, when Some word line is 
activated and reading is performed by the Sense amplifier, it 
is necessary to write the data which was originally Stored in 
all of the memory cells which are connected to this word line 
back into these memory cells from the Sense amplifier. 
However, if reading or writing has been initiated during 
refresh as described above, a plurality of word lines are 
activated at the same time. If this is done, the data of the 
memory cells which are connected to these word lines 
comes to be Simultaneously reading upon the same one bit 
line, So that the electrical potential upon the bit line which 
is generated in correspondence to the data of the memory 
cells which should be refreshed is no longer correct. 
Accordingly, when the electrical potential upon this bit line 
is amplified and write back (refresh) into the memory cells 
is performed, the data in the memory cells is destroyed. 

Next, as a third related art, the Semiconductor memory 
devices which have been disclosed in Japanese Unexamined 
Patent Application, First Publication No. Sho 61-5495 and in 
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First Publication 
No. Sho 62-188096 are proposed. The former semiconduc 
tor memory device is internally provided with a refresh 
timer for timing the refresh interval; a refresh Start request 
is generated when a time period equivalent to the refresh 
interval has elapsed, and, after the amplification upon the bit 
line pair during the read operation has been completed, the 
word line is activated and refresh is performed for the 
refresh address. By doing this, it is possible to manage 
without controlling the refresh of the memory cell from the 
exterior of the Semiconductor memory device. 
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Furthermore, the latter Semiconductor memory device is 
one in which the detailed Structure of an operation timing 
control circuit for implementing the former Semiconductor 
memory device is disclosed in concrete terms, and basically 
it is the same as the former Semiconductor memory device. 
It should be understood that in the third related art, just as 
with the first related art and the Second related art, it is also 
disclosed to perform reading or writing after performing 
refresh. In addition, as a fourth related art which resembles 
the third related art, there has been proposed the Semicon 
ductor memory device which is disclosed in Japanese UneX 
amined Patent Application, First Publication No. Hei 
6-36557. This semiconductor memory device, as well, is 
equipped internally with a timer for refresh, and it is 
arranged that a refresh Start request is generated when a 
predetermined refresh time period has elapsed, and the 
refresh is performed after the reading has been completed. 

However, as is disclosed in the third related art, a problem 
occurs as previously pointed out when the reading or the 
Writing is performed after performing the refresh. Of course, 
with this third related art or fourth related art, it is also 
disclosed to perform the refresh after performing the reading 
or the writing. If this structure is adopted, the problem does 
not arise, as with the first related art or the Second related art, 
that the address access time period TAA becomes great. 
However, with the third related art or the fourth related art, 
the question as to at what timing the write enable Signal 
which determines the write timing is provided is not taken 
into account at all, and there is a possibility that the 
following type of problem may occur. 

That is to say, if a pseudo-SRAM is operated with the 
same specification as a general-purpose SRAM, the write 
enable signal and the write data come to be Supplied 
asynchronously with respect to change of the address. Due 
to this, it is not possible actually to Start the write operation 
into the memory cell until the write enable Signal and the 
write data are both determined, even if the write address is 
determined. In other words, until the write enable signal and 
the write data are determined, there is an undesirable empty 
time period in which no operation can be performed, and 
only when these are determined do the writing and the 
refresh come to be performed in Sequence. Due to this, when 
compared with a structure in which the writing is performed 
after the refresh, as with the first related art or the second 
related art, there is the defect that the memory cycle 
becomes longer by the empty time period. 

Here, with a pseudo-SRAM like the first related art 
through the fourth related art, generally the write operation 
is performed as follows. That is to say, activation of the word 
line and Selection of the memory cell is continued during the 
write period, and the write operation to the memory cell is 
Started from the time point that the write enable signal is 
made valid asynchronously, and the write data is actually 
written in to the memory cell while a predetermined time 
period (hereinafter termed the time period T) elapses 
from the timing at which this write data is determined. After 
this the write enable Signal is made invalid, and 
thenceforward, until again a predetermined time period 
(hereinafter termed the recovery time period T) elapses, 
it is arranged for pre-charging of the bit line for Subsequent 
access to be performed. 
With a general-purpose SRAM a recovery time period 

T like the one described above is actually useless, but 
with a pseudo-SRAM it is not possible for the recovery time 
period T to be brought to Zero, Since it is necessary to 
pre-charge the bit lines just like a DRAM, because DRAM 
memory cells are employed. In this manner, with a pseudo 
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6 
SRAM, it is necessary to guarantee the provision of the 
recovery time period T, and there is the fault that the start 
timing of operation for the next address is delayed, as 
compared with a general-purpose SRAM. Accordingly, 
although it is desirable to shorten the above described empty 
time period or recovery time period T, there is a problem 
with regard to implementing this with a structure like the 
first related art through the fourth related art. 

Furthermore, there is also the following problem with a 
conventional pseudo-DRAM. That is to Say, with a general 
purpose SRAM or the like, it is often the case that a standby 
mode is provided in which the power Source Supply to the 
internal circuitry is Stopped and the power consumption is 
extremely low. However, since with a pseudo-SRAM the 
memory cells themselves are the same as those in a DRAM, 
refresh is always necessary in order to preserve the data 
which is being stored in the memory cells. Due to this, with 
a conventional pseudo-SRAM, while it may be that the 
operation is the same as that for an SRAM, no standby mode 
Such as that employed with a general purpose SRAM is 
particularly provided. 

However, for operating with the same Specification as an 
SRAM, and from the aspect of convenience of use as well, 
it is desirable to provide a low power consumption mode 
which is the same as the Standby mode of a general-purpose 
SRAM. Furthermore, since it is anticipated that pseudo 
SRAMs from now on will be put to various applications, it 
is also considered to be extremely beneficial to provide an 
individually characteristic pseudo-SRAM standby mode 
which is not present with a conventional SRAM or the like. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

The present invention has been conceived in consider 
ation of the above described points, and its objective is to 
provide a Semiconductor memory device which Suffers no 
influence Such as the normal reading and write acceSS being 
delayed due to refresh, with which no inconvenience Such as 
access delay or destruction of the contents of memory cells 
occurs even in circumstances Such as skew being present in 
the address, with which it is possible to shorten the entire 
memory cycle by reducing the write time period, and which 
is operated according to the Specification of a general 
purpose SRAM and is of enhanced capacity, and whose chip 
Size is Small and whose power consumption is low, and 
which moreover is of low cost. Furthermore, an objective of 
the present invention is to propose a Semiconductor memory 
device which has a Standby mode which is the same as that 
employed with a general-purpose SRAM, and a unique low 
power consumption mode which cannot be seen with a 
conventional Semiconductor memory device. 
The Semiconductor memory device according to the first 

aspect of the present invention comprises: a memory cell 
array comprising memory cells which require refresh, an 
access circuit which performs refresh of the memory cell 
array after reading or writing for an access address has been 
performed for the memory cell array; and a control circuit 
which, after a memory cycle in which a write request and 
write data presented asynchronously for the access address 
is input, makes the access circuit perform late writing using 
the access address and the write data provided in the 
memory cycle. In other words, with this Semiconductor 
memory device, for writing, late writing is employed which 
Writing is performed after the memory cycle in which the 
write request was input. Due to this, both of the acceSS 
address and the write data are determined when late writing 
is performed, So that it is possible, by using them, to Start 
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Writing to the memory cell array immediately. Accordingly, 
no longer does an empty time period occur in the memory 
cycle because the write data is not determined, as in the 
related art, and it is possible to shorten the memory cycle. 
Furthermore, it is possible to perform the operations of 
Writing and refresh, and the operation of taking in the acceSS 
address and the write data, in parallel. Accordingly, it is not 
necessary to ensure any recovery time period after writing to 
the memory cell array as in the related art, So that it is 
possible to shorten the memory cycle. 

With the Semiconductor memory device according to the 
above described first aspect, in a memory cycle in which a 
next write request for the preceding write request is 
presented, the control circuit may perform writing corre 
sponding to the preceding write request by late writing. 
Furthermore, the control circuit may detect that a chip is in 
the non Selected State or the deactivated State, and performs 
the late writing during the non Selected State or the deacti 
Vated State. By doing this, it no longer happens that a read 
request or a new write request is presented while late writing 
is being performed. Because of this the inconvenience does 
not occur of a read request or a new write request arriving 
while late writing is being performed, So that the Start of 
operation with regard to these requests is delayed until the 
late writing is completed. 

The Semiconductor memory device according to the Sec 
ond aspect of the present invention is the Semiconductor 
memory device of the above described first aspect, further 
comprising: an address transition detect circuit which 
detects whether a chip has transited from the non Selected 
State to the Selected State, or that the access address has 
changed, and wherein the control circuit starts the reading or 
the writing after a skew period has elapsed which is Set 
greater than or equal to the maximum value of a skew 
included at least one of a chip Select Signal which controls 
the Selected State or non Selected State, and the acceSS 
address, taking the time of detection as a reference, 

Furthermore, the Semiconductor memory device accord 
ing to the third aspect of the present invention comprises: a 
memory cell array comprising memory cells which require 
refresh; an access circuit which performs refresh of the 
memory cell array after performing reading of the memory 
cell array for an access address or writing of the memory cell 
array for the acceSS address based on a write request and 
write data presented asynchronously for the access address, 
an address transition detect circuit which detects whether a 
chip has transited from the non Selected State to the Selected 
State, or that the access address has changed; and a control 
circuit which Starts the reading or the writing after a skew 
period has elapsed which is Set greater than or equal to the 
maximum value of a skew included at least one of a chip 
Select Signal which controls the Selected or non Selected 
State, and the access address, taking the time of detection as 
a reference. 

According to the Semiconductor memory devices accord 
ing to the above described Second and third aspects, it is 
possible to Start the reading or the writing after the skew 
period has elapsed from when the chip Select Signal or the 
access address has changed. Accordingly, it is possible to 
Start the operation for reading or writing immediately when 
the access address has been determined, So that it is possible 
to increase the Speed of access for reading or writing. 

With the Semiconductor memory devices according to the 
above described Second and third aspects, the control circuit 
may set the completion timing of the skew period after the 
time at which it is determined whether the write request is 
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presented, and may determine within the skew period 
whether a write request has been presented. By doing this, 
no longer do the inconveniences occur, as in the related art, 
that the Start of a write operation is delayed and a dummy 
read operation is started, and the dummy reading is inter 
rupted by the write operation So that the memory cells are 
destroyed, or that the memory cycle is made longer by the 
Start of a write operation being delayed until a dummy 
reading is completed. 
The Semiconductor memory device according to the 

fourth aspect of the present invention comprises: a memory 
cell array comprising memory cells which require refresh; 
an access circuit which performs refresh of the memory cell 
array after performing reading or writing of the memory cell 
array for the access address in the same memory cycle; an 
address transition detect circuit which detects whether a chip 
has transited from the non Selected State to the Selected State, 
or that the access address has changed; and a control circuit 
which Sets a completion timing for a skew period having a 
length greater than or equal to the maximum value of a skew 
included at least one of a chip Select Signal which controls 
the Selected State or non Selected State, and the access 
address, taking the time of detection as a reference, after a 
write request and write data presented asynchronously for 
the access address are determined. In this manner, by 
determining both the write request and the write data for 
performing writing within the skew period, writing or read 
ing and refresh are performed within the same memory cycle 
that the write request arrived. Accordingly it is no longer 
necessary to perform late writing as with the Semiconductor 
memory device according to the first aspect, and it is 
possible to reduce the Scale of the circuit structure and to 
Simplify it by the amount which is gained by not providing 
the Structure which is necessary for late write control. 
And, with the Semiconductor memory devices according 

to the above described Second through fourth aspects, it is 
arranged to access the memory cells after the skew period 
has elapsed from the change of access address. Due to this, 
it becomes unnecessary to change the chip enable signal or 
the like every time the address is taken in, as with an existing 
pseudo-SRAM, so that it is possible to reduce the power 
consumption to that extent. 
With the Semiconductor memory devices according to the 

above described Second through fourth aspects, if writing, 
reading, or refresh which was started in a memory cycle 
preceding to the current memory cycle in which a read 
request or a write request occurred has not been completed 
by the completion timing of a skew period for the current 
memory cycle, the control circuit delays the Start of writing 
or reading in the current memory cycle until the writing, 
reading, or refresh has been completed. In other words, if the 
Writing, reading, or refresh which has been Started in the 
previous memory cycle has not been completed by the end 
of the skew period of the current memory cycle, then it will 
be acceptable to delay the Start of writing or reading of the 
current memory cycle until these operations are completed. 
By doing this, it never happens that the writing, reading, or 
refresh compete mutually with one another even if writing or 
reading and the refresh following it are not completed within 
one memory cycle. Accordingly, it becomes possible to 
anticipate a shortening of the cycle time and an increase in 
Speed of the Semiconductor memory device. 
With the Semiconductor memory devices according to the 

above described first through fourth aspects, the access 
circuit may perform reading or late writing Simultaneously 
for a plurality of addresses in the memory cell array, and the 
control circuit may perform the operation of Sequentially 
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outputting to the outside read data which have been obtained 
by the reading, or the operation of Sequentially taking in 
write data which are input from the outside for the next late 
Writing, in parallel with the refresh. By doing this it is 
possible to shorten the cycle time, Since the refresh period 
has become invisible when seen from the outside of the 
Semiconductor memory device. In this case, the control 
circuit may detect a change of predetermined upper bits in 
the access address, and, when performing the reading or the 
late writing, Successively outputs the read data or Succes 
Sively takes in the write data for a plurality of addresses for 
which the predetermined upper bits in the acceSS address are 
the same, while varying the lower address in the acceSS 
address which is made up from the bits other than the 
predetermined upper bits. 

By doing this, it becomes possible to implement the same 
functions as the page mode or the burst mode which are 
employed with a general-purpose DRAM or the like. 
Furthermore, in this case, the control circuit may Succes 
Sively output the read data or Successively take in the write 
data according to the lower address Supplied from the 
outside. By doing this, it is possible to perform input and 
output of data while randomly changing the lower address, 
as with the page mode. Furthermore, in this case, the control 
circuit may Successively output the read data or Successively 
take in the write data while varying the lower address 
according to a predetermined order based upon an initial 
value of the lower address supplied from the outside. By 
doing this, it becomes Sufficient to Supply only the Start 
address for burst operation to the Semiconductor memory 
device, and it is possible to simplify the Structure of the 
controller or the like which is provided external to the 
Semiconductor memory device. 

With the Semiconductor memory devices according to the 
above described first through fourth aspects, there may be 
further comprised: a refresh control circuit comprising cir 
cuitry within the access circuit and the control circuit which 
performs control of the refresh, and a refresh address gen 
eration circuit which generates a refresh address showing 
memory cells to be refreshed, and which updates the refresh 
address each time the refresh is performed; a Voltage gen 
eration circuit which generates Voltages Supplied to parts 
within the device; and a mode Switching circuit which 
Switches to one of a first mode in which power Source is 
Supplied both to the refresh control circuit and to the Voltage 
generation circuit, a Second mode in which Supply of power 
Source to the refresh control circuit is stopped while power 
Source is Supplied to the Voltage generation circuit, and a 
third mode in which supply of power source both to the 
refresh control circuit and to the Voltage generation circuit is 
Stopped, and which controls whether Supply of power Source 
is performed to the refresh control circuit and the Voltage 
generation circuit according to the Switched mode. Due to 
this, it is possible finely to control from outside whether it 
is necessary to keep the data in the Standby State, the time 
period to return to the active State, the amount of consump 
tion of current, and So on, in correspondence to the equip 
ment to which the device is applied and its environment of 
use and the like. In other words Since, in the first mode, 
power Source is Supplied to the circuits which are required 
for refresh, thereby, along with being able to keep the data 
in the memory cells, it is possible to make the time period 
until transition from the Standby State to the active State to 
be of the minimum length among the three types of mode. 
Furthermore, in the Second mode, it is possible to reduce the 
consumption of current lower than in the first mode by the 
amount which was required to be Supplied to the refresh 
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control circuit, also, in the event of transition to the active 
State from the Standby State, and it is possible to use the 
Semiconductor memory device immediately in the same 
manner as with the first mode, just by initializing the data of 
the memory cells when transition from the standby state to 
the active state is performed. Moreover, in the third mode, 
it is possible to make the current consumption the minimum 
among the three types of mode. In this case, the mode 
Switching circuit may perform Switching of mode by detect 
ing that writing of predetermined data in each mode has been 
performed for a predetermined address. By doing this it 
becomes unnecessary to provide a dedicated Signal from 
outside of the Semiconductor memory device for Switching 
of Standby mode, and furthermore the provision of a pin 
upon the Semiconductor memory device for this type of 
dedicated Signal becomes unnecessary. 
The Semiconductor memory device according to the fifth 

aspect of the present invention comprises: a memory cell 
array comprising memory cells which require refresh, an 
access circuit which performs refresh of the memory cell 
array accompanying a write cycle for an access address, and 
performs refresh of the memory cell array Spontaneously 
after a predetermined time period has elapsed from perform 
ing the refresh which accompanies the write cycle; and a 
control circuit which, after a memory cycle in which a write 
request and write data presented asynchronously for the 
access address is input, makes the access circuit performing 
late writing using the access address and the write data 
which is provided in the memory cycle. 
And, with the Semiconductor memory device according to 

any of the aspects of the present invention, it is possible to 
anticipate an increase of the Speed of access, as compared 
with the case in which reading or writing is performed after 
having performed the refresh, Since the refresh is performed 
after the reading or the writing has been performed. In 
addition to this, with the present invention, it becomes no 
longer necessary to divide the address into two portions to 
take it in according to a RAS/CAS timing Signal as with a 
general-purpose DRAM, Since it is acceptable to provide the 
access address all at once, and thus it is possible to simplify 
the circuit Structure for generating the Signal waveform 
which must be input to the Semiconductor memory device. 
Furthermore, Since the refresh is performed in a Single 
memory cycle in accompaniment with acceSS from the 
outside of the Semiconductor memory device, if the access 
requests are present which are necessary for refreshing all 
the memory cells, then it is possible to continue maintaining 
the data of the memory cells without performing refresh 
control from the outside of the Semiconductor memory 
device, and the operation is easy, just as with a general 
purpose SRAM. Furthermore, if as with a DRAM a single 
transistor and a single capacitor are used as components for 
the memory cell, then, along with a great increase in 
capacity, it is possible to anticipate a reduction of chip size 
and a minimization of cost, Since it is possible considerably 
to reduce the cell area in comparison with a general-purpose 
SRAM which requires six transistors per memory cell. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the Structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that, when writing 
(late writing) or reading, the refreshes which follow each of 
these are carried out in a Single memory cycle. 
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FIG. 3 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that only writing (late 
writing) or reading is carried out, without performing any 
refresh. 

FIG. 4 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that Self refresh is 
initiated by a refresh timer. 

FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation when reading by the read request 
from externally directly before self refresh is initiated by the 
refresh timer and the refresh which accompanies it are 
carried out. 

FIG. 6 is a timing chart, for the same embodiment, for 
explanation of why no upper limit value is required for a 
Write pulse time period T. 

FIG. 7 is a timing chart, for the same embodiment, for 
explanation of why no upper limit value is required for a 
cycle time Tcyc. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the Second 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a timing chart showing the operation of the 
Semiconductor memory device according to the same 
embodiment. 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the third 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that, when writing 
(normal writing) or reading, the refreshes which follow each 
of these are carried out in a Single memory cycle. 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the fourth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 13 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case when page reading 
and the refresh following it are carried out. 

FIG. 14 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case when page writing 
and the refresh following it are carried out. 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing another example of 
the Structure of a Semiconductor memory device according 
to the fourth embodiment of the present invention, and 
relates to the case that, when page reading is performed, the 
read data is taken in at a timing at which an address 
“Page Address” has initially been changed. 

FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the fifth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 17 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that burst reading and 
the refresh following it are carried out. 

FIG. 18 is a timing chart showing, for the same 
embodiment, the operation in the case that burst writing and 
the refresh following it are carried out. 

FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to the Sixth 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG.20 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed structure 
of a Standby mode control circuit according to the same 
embodiment. 

FIG.21 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed Structure 
of a refresh control circuit according to the same embodi 
ment. 
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FIG.22 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed Structure 

of a boost power Source according to the Same embodiment. 
FIG. 23 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed Structure 

of a Substrate Voltage generation circuit according to the 
Same embodiment. 
FIG.24 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed Structure 

of a reference Voltage generation circuit according to the 
Same embodiment. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

In the following, embodiments of the present invention 
will be explained with reference to the drawings. 
The First Embodiment 
<Summary> 

First, a summary explanation of this embodiment will be 
provided. As in the above-described first through third 
related arts, the address access time period TAA undesirably 
increases when, after performing refresh, reading or writing 
is performed in correspondence to an access request from 
the outside. Due to this fact, with this embodiment, if an 
acceSS request from the outside has arrived, refresh is 
performed after the reading or the writing which corre 
sponds to this access request. However, with this feature 
alone, inconveniences like those indicated with respect to 
the third related art and the fourth related art undesirably 
occur. Thus, with this embodiment, late writing is performed 
in order to write into the memory cells, and a shortening of 
the write time period and the memory cycle is anticipated. 

In other words, in a memory cycle in which a write 
request has been Supplied from the outside, only the opera 
tion of taking the write address and the write data which 
have been Supplied into the interior of the Semiconductor 
memory device is performed, and this write address and 
write data are kept internally until a next write request 
arrives. The actual write operation into the memory cell is 
not performed in Said memory cycle, but it is performed in 
the memory cycle in which next a write request is input. In 
other words, the delaying of the write operation for a 
memory cell until a memory cycle in which a next write 
request arrives constitutes the late write operation. 

Since with late writing the write address and the write data 
which were provided at the time of the immediately pre 
ceding write request are taken in, therefore the values of 
both of the write address and the write data are determined 
when the next write request is done and the writing to the 
memory cell is actually performed. Due to this, it is possible 
to Start the write operation into the memory cell which 
corresponds to the directly preceding write request just by 
making the write enable Signal valid, and it does not happen 
that an empty time period is created in the memory cycle 
because the write enable signal and/or the write data are not 
determined, as was the case with the above described related 
art. 

To put it in another manner, when a write request is 
received from the outside, the operation of taking in the 
write address and the write data related to Said write request, 
and the write operation to the memory cell which corre 
sponds to the directly preceding write request and the 
following refresh operation, are performed in parallel. In this 
embodiment, the taking in of the write data, the writing to 
the memory cell, and the pre-charge of the bit line are not 
completed by being performed Serially as in the related art, 
but rather it is possible to shorten the memory cycle by the 
time period in which parallel operation is performed. 
Furthermore, Since the write data which is presented in 
accompaniment with the write request is used when the next 
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write request is received, therefore it will be sufficient for the 
write data to be determined and to be taken in internally by 
the time the refresh operation has completed. Accordingly, it 
does not happen that the write time period becomes greater 
or less according to when the write data is determined, as in 
the related art, So that it is possible to make the write time 
period constant. 

Thus, in this embodiment, as a specification for when the 
Semiconductor memory device is Seen from the exterior, the 
condition is imposed that, when a write request is 
performed, the write enable Signal should be made valid 
during the address skew period. By the term "address skew 
period’ here is meant from a basis time point to the time 
point when a time period equivalent to the skew possessed 
by the address has elapsed, with the time point at which any 
of the bits of the access address has first changed being taken 
as Said basis time point (if the chip select signal has changed 
from the invalid state to the valid state, the treatment is the 
Same, and the same in the following explanation). To put it 
in another way, the address skew period is equal to the 
period from when the access address Starts to change until its 
value is determined for the entire address. 

Normally, a CPU (central processing device) or the like 
which accesses the Semiconductor memory device is 
designed So as to transmit each bit of the access address to 
the System bus at almost the same timing. However, in 
reality, the output timing of the acceSS address at the output 
pins of the CPU differs slightly for each bit. In addition to 
this, the length of the wiring pattern upon the System bus 
which extends from the CPU to the semiconductor memory 
device and the way in which it is arranged is different for 
each bit of the address, and in practice it is an impossibility 
to make them exactly equal. Due to these facts, the times at 
which the respective bits of the address arrive at the input 
pins of the Semiconductor memory device deviates for each 
bit, and this constitutes the skew. 

The fact that the above described type of condition is 
imposed in this embodiment is due to the following type of 
reason. That is to Say, in the Specification of a general 
purpose SRAM, the write enable signal and the write data 
are presented asynchronously with respect to the address 
change, and the fact that the access from the outside is a 
write request is first ascertained when the write enable signal 
has become valid. However it is not possible to predict in 
advance when the write enable Signal and the write data will 
be determined, and besides, in order to obtain the read data 
as quickly as possible, it is considered to be desirable to Start 
the read operation immediately from when the address skew 
period has elapsed and the address has been determined. 
Accordingly, during the interval from when the address 
changes to when the write enable signal or the write data 
becomes valid, it is necessary to perform operation by 
assuming that the access from the outside is a read request. 

However, even if the acceSS request from the outside is 
not actually reading but is writing, with a structure which 
uses a DRAM memory cell as in this embodiment, until the 
read operation which has already been started (which in this 
case becomes a dummy reading) is completed, it cannot be 
interrupted. That is to Say, this is because, if transition to 
write operation is performed by interrupting the read opera 
tion without performing the rewrite operation again, then the 
data of the memory cells which are connected to the word 
line whose reading was partway performed is completely 
destroyed, since as has been described above a DRAM 
memory cell Senses the data by destructive reading. 

Here, the fact that writing has not been performed for all 
of the memory cells which have been read out does not mean 
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that it is acceptable to interrupt the read operation. 
Moreover, if late writing is performed as with this 
embodiment, it is normal for the dummy read address (in 
other words, the write address which was presented in Said 
memory cycle) and the late write address (in other words, 
the write address which was presented in the memory cycle 
of the directly preceding write request) not to agree with one 
another, and because of this point alone it is not possible to 
interrupt the read operation. 
AS described above, unless the write enable Signal is input 

during the address skew period, then the Start of the write 
operation comes to be delayed until the dummy read opera 
tion is completed. If the dummy reading and the writing and 
the refresh following these are performed within the period 
of a Single memory cycle which is determined in advance, 
it is considered that probably no particular problem will 
occur. However, as long as the write enable Signal becomes 
valid asynchronously, this type of condition is not always 
Satisfied, it is not possible perfectly to eliminate the possi 
bility of collision between the dummy reading and the write 
request from the outside, and of undesirable delay to the 
Writing and the refresh. 

Furthermore another problem is that, when a dummy read 
operation is generated, a Single memory cycle is extended to 
dummy read time period+write time period+refresh time 
period. As with the above, if the write enable signal 
becomes valid at a timing later than the address skew period, 
the memory cycle becomes undesirably long. Accordingly, it 
is Said to be desirable to Specify that the write enable Signal 
should be made valid within the address skew period. 
<Structural Explanation> 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the structure of a 
Semiconductor memory device according to this embodi 
ment. In the same figure, the address "Address” is an access 
address which is Supplied from the outside of the Semicon 
ductor memory device. The address “Address” includes a 
row address and a column address which correspond to the 
way in which a memory cell array which will be described 
hereinafter is arranged in rows and columns. An address 
buffer 1 buffers and outputs this address “Address”. 
A latch 2 outputs the address which is Supplied from the 

address buffer 1just as it is as an internal address LC ADD 
while a latch control signal LC is at “L” level (in other 
words, during the time period from a falling edge of the latch 
control signal LC to its next rising edge). Furthermore, along 
with the latch 2 taking in the address which is Supplied from 
the address buffer 1 at the rising edge of the latch control 
Signal LC and maintaining it while the latch control Signal 
LC is at “H” level, the maintained address is output as the 
internal address LC ADD. 

Next, a control signal LW1 which is supplied to the 
register circuit 3 and a control signal LW2 which will be 
described hereinafter are both Signals for controlling late 
write operation. These control signals are both set to “H” 
level in the case of performing late writing, while if this is 
not the case then they are set to “L” level. The register circuit 
3 internally stores a register (hereinafter termed the "address 
register”) for keeping the access address of bit width the 
Same as the address "Address'. 
And, if the control signal LW1 is at “L” level, then the 

register circuit 3 outputs the internal address LC ADD 
which has been input as the internal address L ADD just as 
it is. On the other hand, if the control signal LW1 is at “H” 
level, then the register circuit 3 outputs as the internal 
address L ADD, not the internal address LC ADD, but the 
address which is being kept in the address register. 
Furthermore, at the falling edge of the control signal LW1, 
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the register circuit 3 takes the internal address LC ADD for 
the next late writing to its internal register. Yet further, the 
register circuit 3 comprises a comparator which compares 
the internal address LC ADD which has been input and the 
address which is kept by the address register together, and 
the comparator outputs a “H” level as a hit signal HIT if all 
the bits of these two agree, while if they disagree even by 
any single bit it outputs a “L” level. 
As will be described below, this hit signal HIT is used in 

bypass operation for maintaining the data coherency for the 
Semiconductor memory device as Seen from the outside. 
With the late writing employed in this embodiment, the 
Writing to the memory cell is actually performed in a 
memory cycle Subsequent to the memory cycle in which the 
write request is input. In other words, in the memory cycle 
in which the write request is input, the write address and the 
write data are temporarily taken into an address register of 
the register circuit 3 and a data register of a register circuit 
12 (to be described hereinafter). And next writing is per 
formed to a memory cell array 7 (to be described hereinafter) 
based upon the address and the data which have been taken 
in the memory cycle in which the write request has been 
input. 

Accordingly, if there is a read request for the address for 
which the write request has occurred until writing to the 
memory cell array 7 is being performed in reality, at this 
time point the data exists only in the register circuit 12 and 
has not yet been written into the memory cell array 7. Due 
to this, if reading from the memory cell array 7 is performed, 
the old data before the writing will come to be output to the 
exterior of the Semiconductor memory device. To this end, 
in this type of case, the structure arranges for the output of 
the data to be performed from the register circuit 12, 
bypassing the memory cell array 7. 

In order to detect the above type of Situation, it is arranged 
to compare together the internal address LC ADD and the 
address register within the register circuit 3, and to detect 
whether a read request has been input from outside for an 
address in the memory cell array 7 for which writing has not 
yet been performed. It should be understood that, although 
the register circuit 3 generates the hit signal HIT without 
distinguishing between reading and writing, nevertheless no 
particular problem occurs, Since as will be described here 
inafter the bypass operation only operates in the case of a 
read request. 

Next, an ATD (Address Transition Detector; address 
change detector) circuit 4, if a chip Select Signal/CS is valid 
(“L” level), detects whether or not the internal address 
LC ADD is changed. And if change is found in even one 
single bit of the internal address LC ADD, the ATD circuit 
4 generates a positive one shot pulse in the address transition 
detect Signal ATD after a time period has elapsed which is 
equivalent to the address skew period from when this change 
has been detected. 

In addition to this, in the case that the chip Select 
signal/CS has become valid (transition “H” level->“L” 
level) as well, the ATD circuit 4 generates a positive one shot 
pulse in the address transition detect Signal ATD, when a 
time period has elapsed equivalent to the address skew 
period from when the chip Select signal/CS has changed. It 
should be understood that the chip select signal/CS is a 
Selection Signal which becomes valid when the Semiconduc 
tor memory device shown in FIG. 1 is accessed. 
Furthermore, the symbol “/” prefixed to the head of the 
Signal name means that this is a negative logic Signal. 

Here, to describe the chip Select Signal/CS in more detail, 
the chip Select Signal/CS is a signal for determining 
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Selection/non Selection of the Semiconductor memory device 
(chip), and, in particular, for a system which is made up from 
a plurality of Semiconductor memory devices, it is a signal 
which is used for Selecting the desired Semiconductor 
memory device. Although in the explanation below the chip 
Select Signal is used as an activation signal which determines 
Selection/non Selection of the chip, the activation Signal 
which can be used for the present invention is not one which 
is limited to the chip Select Signal; any type of Signal will be 
acceptable, provided that it is a Signal which has the same 
function. Due to this, the concept of using, for example, a 
chip enable Signal instead of the chip Select Signal has been 
considered. However, among the So called chip enable 
Signals, Such as a chip enable Signal for an existing pseudo 
SRAM, there are ones which have an address latch timing 
control function in addition to the activation function of the 
chip. AS described above, with an existing pseudo-SRAM, a 
chip enable Signal for controlling the timing of address input 
is input each cycle like a clock Signal, and due to this there 
arises a problem with increase of power consumption. By 
contrast to this, the Semiconductor memory device of the 
present invention is distinguished, in one aspect, by the fact 
that it can operate even if a Signal which becomes a trigger 
for internal operation like a clock signal is not input each 
cycle. Due to this fact, if with the present invention the chip 
enable signal is taken as the activation Signal, a Signal which 
has the activation function for the chip, and moreover does 
not have the function of address latch timing control comes 
to be Supplied to the Semiconductor memory device. 

It should be understood that, internally to the ATD circuit 
4, if each bit of the address changes, or the chip Select 
signal/CS has become valid, corresponding pulses are 
generated, and a one shot pulse is generated by combining 
these pulses. Because of this there is no fear that a plurality 
of address transition detect Signals may be generated as in 
the related art, even if skew is present in the address 
“Address'. Due to this, it no longer happens that, So to 
Speak, the data in the memory cell no longer is destroyed 
when writing for a plurality of memory cells is being 
performed or when reading is performed from a plurality of 
memory cells at the same time. 

Furthermore, the address skew period also becomes long 
if the skew is great, and it is feared that the generation of the 
one shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal ATD 
may be delayed, and the access time may become longer. 
However, in the Specification of a general-purpose SRAM, 
the value given for the access time references the time point 
at which the address "Address” is determined. Due to this, 
it will be acceptable to guarantee the access time from the bit 
which has changed last among the bits of the address 
“Address', and no operational delay occurs even if acceSS is 
commenced after the address skew period has elapsed. 

Furthermore, according to the description of operation 
which will be provided hereinafter, the reading or writing for 
the address “Address' is commenced from when the one 
shot pulse of the address transition detect Signal ATD has 
risen, and thereafter the refresh is commenced from when 
the one shot pulse has dropped. Due to this, the pulse width 
of the one shot pulse is Set greater than or equal to the time 
period which is required for completion of the reading or the 
Writing. 

Furthermore, the length of the address skew period is 
made to agree with the maximum value of the skew which 
is present between each bit of the address “Address” and the 
chip Select Signal/CS, or it would be acceptable to ensure 
that it is Set to a relatively large value greater than the 
maximum value of this skew, So as to allow Some margin. 
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Here, Since the skew originates due to reasons Such as 
described above, the maximum value of the skew can be 
calculated in advance as an estimate and Set based upon the 
overall characteristics of the System to which this Semicon 
ductor memory device is to be applied. 

Accordingly it is possible to Set the address skew period 
according to the System to which the Semiconductor memory 
device is to be applied, by making the address skew period 
to be variable, or by making it to be possible to Select an 
address skew period from among Several values. 
Alternatively, it would also be acceptable to determine and 
Set the address skew period to Some certain fixed value, as 
a Specification for the Semiconductor memory device. In this 
case, it is necessary to perform design of the System to which 
the Semiconductor memory device is to be fitted So as to 
keep the maximum value of the skew at the input pins of the 
semiconductor memory device within the above described 
fixed value. 

Next, the refresh control circuit 5 internally contains an 
address counter (a refresh counter) and a refresh timer. By 
controlling the Semiconductor memory device internal 
refresh by taking advantage of these and of the address 
transition detect signal ATD and a write enable signal/WE, 
the refresh control circuit 5 automatically generates a refresh 
address and a refresh timing within the Semiconductor 
memory device, and implements the refresh in the same 
manner as self refresh for a general-purpose DRAM. Here, 
the address counter generates the refresh addresses R ADD 
for refreshing the DRAM memory cells sequentially. It 
should be understood that the refresh address R ADD has 
a bit width the same as the row address which is included in 
the address "Address'. 

Furthermore, the refresh timer measures the time period 
which has elapsed from when the last acceSS request from 
externally to the Semiconductor memory device has taken 
place, and initiates Self refresh internally to the Semicon 
ductor memory device if this exceeds a predetermined 
refresh time period. For this, the refresh timer is made So as 
to be reset, and to resume time measurement, each time the 
address transition detect signal ATD becomes valid. 

In addition to this, the refresh control circuit 5 generates 
refresh control signals REFA and REFB for controlling the 
refresh timing. It should be understood that the function and 
the timing of these refresh control Signals will become clear 
from the explanation of the operation. 

According to the levels of the address transition detect 
signal ATD and the refresh control signal REFB, a multi 
plexer 6 (MUX in the figure) selects a row address which is 
included in an internal address L ADD if the address 
transition detect signal ATD is “H” level and moreover the 
refresh control signal REFB is at “H” level, and outputs it as 
an address M ADD. On the other hand, if the address 
transition detect signal ATD is “L” level or the refresh 
control signal REFB is at "L' level, it selects a refresh 
address R ADD and outputs it as the address M ADD. 

Next, the memory cell array 7 is a memory cell array just 
like a general-purpose DRAM, in which word lines run in 
the row direction and bit lines run in the column direction (or 
a pair of bit lines; and the same hereinafter), and it is 
Structured with memory cells each made from one transistor 
and one capacitor, just like a DRAM, being disposed in rows 
and columns in positions at the interSections of the word 
lines and bit lines. 

The row decoder 8 decodes the address M ADD when 
the row enable signal RE is at “H” level, and activates the 
word line which is designated by this address M ADD. It 
should be understood that, when the row enable signal RE 
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is “L” level, the row decoder 8 does not activate any word 
line. The column decoder 9 decodes a column address which 
is included in the internal address L ADD when the column 
enable signal CE is at “H” level, and generates a column 
Select signal for Selecting the bit line which is designated by 
this internal address L ADD. It should be understood that, 
when the column enable signal CE is “L” level, the column 
decoder 9 does not generate any column Select Signal for any 
bit line. 
The Sense amplifier/reset circuit 10 is made up from Sense 

amplifiers, column Switches, and a pre-charge circuit which 
are omitted from the drawing. Among these, a column 
Switch connects between a Sense amplifier which is desig 
nated by the column Select Signal which is output by the 
column decoder 9 and a bus WRB. When the sense amplifier 
enable signal SE is “H” level, the sense amplifier senses and 
amplifies the electrical potential on the bit line connected to 
the memory cell which is specified by the address 
“Address', and outputs it to the bus WRB, or writes the 
write data supplied upon the bus WRB via the bit line to the 
memory cell. When a pre-charge enable signal PE is “H” 
level, the pre-charge circuit pre-charges the electrical poten 
tial of the bit line to a predetermined electrical potential (for 
example % of the power Source electrical potential). 

Next, the hit control circuit 11 and the register circuit 12 
implement late write operation along with the above 
described register circuit 3. Among these, the hit control 
circuit 11 takes in the hit Signal HIT upon the rising edge of 
the address transition detect Signal ATD, and transmits this 
Signal to the register circuit 12 as the hit enable signal HE. 
Since the value of the address “Address” is not determined 
within the address skew period, the hit control circuit 11 
takes in the hit signal HIT when the address “Address” is 
determined. It should be understood that, although the hit 
enable signal HE is only used in the case of read operation, 
its control is performed by the register circuit 12, and the hit 
control circuit 11 generates the hit enable Signal HE irre 
Spective of whether or not the acceSS request is writing or 
reading. 

Next, the register circuit 12 internally Stores a register 
(hereinafter termed the “data register', as previously 
mentioned) of bit width the same as that of the data which 
is transferred upon the buS WRB. And, upon triggering by 
the falling edge of the control Signal LW2, the register circuit 
12 takes into the data register the write data which is 
supplied upon the bus WRBX from externally via bus I/O 
and an I/O buffer 13 (to be described hereinafter). In other 
words, if a write request has occurred, it takes in the write 
data which has been provided in Said memory cycle and 
temporarily Stores it in the data register, and, in a memory 
cycle for which a next write request occurs, the write data 
which has been taken in and Stored comes to be written into 
the memory cell array 7. 

Furthermore, if the control signal LW2 is “H” level, the 
register circuit 12 outputs upon the bus WRB from the data 
register the write data which was presented upon the write 
request directly before. On the other hand, if the control 
signal LW2 is “L” level, the register circuit 12 performs 
different operation according to the level of the hit enable 
signal HE. That is to say, if the hit enable signal HE is at “L” 
level which indicates a miss-hit, then the register circuit 12 
outputs upon the bus WRBX the data which was read out 
upon the bus WRB just as it is. By contrast, if the hit enable 
signal HE is at “H” level which indicates a hit, then the 
register circuit 12 transmits upon the bus WRBX from the 
data register the write data which has not yet been written in 
to the memory cell array 7. In this case, the data of the 
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memory cell array 7 which is read out upon the bus WRB via 
the sense amplifier/reset circuit 10 is not used. 

Depending on the level of a control signal CWO, if the 
control signal CWO is “H” level, the I/O (input/output) 
buffer 13 buffers the read data upon the bus WRBX with an 
output buffer, and outputs it to the exterior of the Semicon 
ductor memory device from the bus I/O. Furthermore, if the 
control signal CWO is “L” level, with the output buffer in 
floating state, the I/O buffer 13 buffers the write data which 
is supplied on the bus I/O from the exterior of the semicon 
ductor memory device with the input buffer, and transmits it 
upon the bus WRBX. In other words, if the control signal 
CWO is “H” level it is reading, while if it is “L” level it is 
Writing. 

Next, a R/W (Read/Write) control circuit 14 generates the 
control signal CWO and the control signals LW1 and LW2, 
based upon the chip Select Signal/CS, the write enable 
signal/WE, and an output enable signal OE. It should be 
understood that the Switching timings of these control Sig 
nals will be made clear during the explanation of operation. 
In this connection although late writing is performed in the 
interior of the Semiconductor memory device of this 
embodiment, in the Specification as viewed from the exterior 
of the Semiconductor memory device, the writing (input) 
Starts at the falling edge of the write enable signal/WE, and 
the data is determined and the writing (input) is completed 
at the rising edge of the write enable signal/WE. 

Next, a latch control circuit 15 generates the latch control 
signal LC described above which determines the latch 
timing of the address "Address', based upon the address 
transition detect signal ATD and the Sense amplifier enable 
signal SE. That is, the latch control signal LC goes to “H” 
level during the period from the rising edge of the address 
transition detect Signal ATD until the falling edge of the 
Sense amplifier enable Signal SE generated during refresh 
operation (in other words, when the address transition detect 
signal ATD is “L” level). Due to this, the latch 2 continues 
to keep the value of the internal address LC ADD during 
the period until the latch control signal LC falls, even if the 
address "Address' changes after the rising edge of the 
address transition detect signal ATD. 
The row control circuit 16 generates the row enable Signal 

RE, the Sense amplifier enable Signal SE, a pre-charge 
enable Signal PE, and a control Signal CC based upon a 
refresh control signal REFA, a refresh control signal REFB, 
the address transition detect signal ATD, and the write 
enable signal/WE. Furthermore, the column control circuit 
17 generates the column enable Signal CE based upon this 
control Signal CC. 

To describe this in more detail, during the reading and the 
Writing, upon trigger by the rising edge of a one shot pulse 
of the address transition detect signal ATD, the row control 
circuit 16 generates a positive one shot pulse in the row 
enable signal RE. Furthermore, if the refresh control signal 
REFA is “H” level, upon trigger by the falling edge of the 
one shot pulse of the address transition detect signal ATD, 
the row control circuit 16 generates a positive one shot pulse 
which is necessary for refresh operation in the row enable 
signal RE. Furthermore, the row control circuit 16 outputs as 
the row enable Signal RE a positive one shot pulse which has 
been obtained by inverting a negative one shot pulse which 
is supplied in the refresh control signal REFB. 

Furthermore, the row control circuit 16 generates a posi 
tive one shot pulse in the Sense amplifier Signal SE by 
delaying the row enable Signal RE, and also generates a 
positive one shot pulse in the pre-charge enable signal PE 
upon trigger by the falling edge of the one shot pulse which 
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is generated in the row enable signal RE. It should be 
understood that this Sense amplifier enable Signal SE and 
this pre-charge enable Signal PE are generated irrespective 
of the State of normal writing and reading, and the State of 
refresh. In addition to this, the row control circuit 16 outputs 
the control Signal CC by delaying the row enable signal RE. 

Since this control Signal CC is not generated in the case 
of refresh, the column enable signal CE which is generated 
from the control Signal CC is also only generated in the case 
of normal writing and reading, and is not generated in the 
case of refresh. Next, the column control circuit 17 delays 
the control Signal CC, and outputs it as the column enable 
signal CE. It should be understood that, since the width of 
the one shot pulse of the row enable Signal RE determines 
the time periods over which each of the late writing, reading, 
and refresh are performed, a pulse width necessary and 
Sufficient for these operations is Set. 

Moreover, the refresh control signal REFA is a signal for 
controlling whether or not refresh is performed along with 
acceSS requests from exterior to the Semiconductor memory 
device. In other words, if the same signal is “H” level, a one 
shot pulse in the row enable Signal RE is generated upon the 
falling edge of the address transition detect Signal ATD 
generated by Said access request, and refresh is initiated. By 
contrast to this, if the same Signal is "L' level, no one shot 
pulse is generated in the row enable Signal RE, even if a one 
shot pulse is generated in the address transition detect Signal 
ATD. 

Here, in this embodiment, the explanation will assume the 
following realization aspects as a refresh operation as trigger 
for the generation of the address transition detect Signal 
ATD. That is, in this embodiment, if the refresh operation 
which accompanies reading or writing is continuous, all of 
the memory cells are refreshed by continuously performing 
these refreshes in each of these memory cycles. And, when 
all the memory cells have been refreshed, the state is 
attained at which temporarily no refresh is generated. 
Thereafter, when the limit state (the cell hold limit) at which 
the data of the memory cells can be kept is approached, this 
is detected, and the device again transits to the State in which 
refresh is repeatedly performed over Successive memory 
cycles. 
AS main causes for the falling edge of the refresh control 

Signal REFA, there are the circumstance that one refresh 
cycle has been completed due to refresh accompanying an 
acceSS request from the outside and it is not yet time for 
initiation of the refresh for the next cycle, or the circum 
stance that, because Self refresh was initiated, until this was 
completed it has become no longer necessary to perform 
refreshes in accompaniment with access requests from the 
outside. 

Here, to generate the refresh control Signal REFA, an 
example of a structure have been considered in which a latch 
circuit is provided in the interior of the refresh control circuit 
5 which holds the refresh control signal REFA, and setting 
and resetting of this latch circuit are controlled by the output 
Signal of the refresh timer and the address transition detect 
Signal ATD. In concrete terms, a timing a little before refresh 
operation becomes necessary (cell hold limit) is generated 
by the refresh timer, and, based upon its output Signal, a Set 
signal for the latch circuit in the refresh control circuit 5 is 
generated and the latch circuit is Set, and “H” level is output 
in the refresh control signal REFA. It should be understood 
that the timing at which the Set Signal is generated to be 
determined by Setting a maximum value of the cycle time as 
a Standard. After this, the row control circuit 16 proceeds 
refresh operation for the memory cells in word line units, 
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upon triggering by the address transition detect Signal ATD 
or by the refresh control signal REFB which is generated 
based upon the refresh control signal REFA. And, when 
refresh operation for all of the memory cells has been 
performed, a reset Signal for the latch circuit in the refresh 
control circuit 5 is generated and the latch circuit is reset, 
and “L” level is output as the refresh control signal REFA. 

It should be noted that it would also be acceptable to 
perform resetting of the latch circuit to agree with the time 
at which the refresh operation is concluded in the refresh 
cycle which refreshes the last word line. Alternatively, it 
would also be acceptable to arrange for the row control 
circuit 16 to generate a refresh operation completion signal 
when the refresh operation has been completed, and to 
arrange to reset the latch circuit when the refresh control 
circuit 5 has received this refresh operation completion 
Signal in the refresh cycle corresponding to the last word 
line. 

However, in consideration of the circumstances of FIG. 4 
which will be described hereinafter, if neither the address 
transition detect signal ATD is generated (refer to FIG. 5) 
nor the write enable signal/WE is input during the time 
period from the time of the rising edge of the refresh control 
signal REFA until when the refresh which is initially per 
formed after this rising edge is completed, then the latch 
circuit is reset after this initial refresh has been completed. 
On the other hand, the refresh control signal REFB is a 

Signal for Self refresh. By Supplying a negative one shot 
pulse in the refresh control signal REFB, it is possible to 
generate a one shot pulse forcibly to the row enable Signal 
RE and to initiate refresh. 

Here, in generating the refresh control signal REFB, a 
Structure or the like has been considered in which there are 
provided, internally to the refresh control circuit 5, a delay 
circuit which delays the refresh control signal REFA and a 
pulse generation circuit which generates a negative one shot 
pulse, and in which the timing at which the negative one shot 
pulse from the pulse generation circuit is generated is 
controlled by the refresh control signal REFA which has 
been delayed by the delay circuit and by the address tran 
sition detect signal ATD. 

Normally, the refresh control signal REFB is at “H” level. 
If in this state the refresh control signal REFA rises and 
reaches “H” level, then the rising edge of this refresh control 
signal REFA is delayed for a predetermined time period by 
the delay circuit, and, when during this delay the address 
transition detect Signal ATD has not been generated, the 
pulse generation circuit is activated by the rising edge of the 
refresh control signal REFA which has been delayed, and a 
negative one shot pulse in the refresh control signal REFB 
is output. The delay by the above described predetermined 
time period is for measuring until the limit time period 
which is required in the refresh of the memory cell(s) 
elapses, Since the trigger which generates the address tran 
Sition detect Signal ATD is not Supplied from the outside. 

It should be understood that the present invention is not to 
be considered as being limited to the embodiment for refresh 
operation described above; for example, it would also be 
acceptable to arrange matters So as to refresh the memory 
cells for each word line at a constant period. In this case, 
although it is acceptable for the circuit Structure for gener 
ating the refresh control signal REFB to be the same as the 
one described above, the circuit Structure for generating the 
refresh control Signal REFA becomes, for example, as fol 
lows. 

First, the refresh timer generates a trigger Signal for 
initiating the refresh at a fixed period. Next, in the Same way 
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as in the above described circumstances, a latch circuit is 
provided internally to the refresh control circuit 5, and, 
based upon the trigger Signal output by the refresh timer, the 
latch circuit is set by the Set signal which is generated at a 
timing slightly before the refresh operation becomes 
necessary, and the refresh control Signal REFA is brought to 
“H” level. It should be understood that, in this case as well, 
the timing at which the latch circuit is Set is determined by 
Setting a maximum value of the cycle time as a Standard. 

After this, the refresh control circuit 5 resets the latch 
circuit by the reset Signal which has been generated, and 
brings the refresh control signal REFA to “L” level, match 
ing the timing at which the row control circuit 16 which has 
received the address transition detect Signal ATD or the 
refresh control signal REFB completes the refresh operation 
for the memory cells. It should be understood that it would 
also be acceptable to perform the resetting of the latch circuit 
in this case at a timing delayed by a fixed time period from 
when the latch circuit was set. Alternatively, it would also be 
acceptable to arrange for the row control circuit 16 to 
generate a refresh operation completed Signal when refresh 
operation was completed, and to reset the latch circuit when 
the refresh control circuit 5 received this refresh operation 
completion Signal. 

In this connection, in this embodiment, the refresh control 
signal REFA drops each memory cycle when the refresh 
operation is completed upon triggering by the address tran 
Sition detect Signal ATD, 

It should be understood that the directly previous writing 
does not exist in the case that the initial write request from 
when the Semiconductor memory device is activated is 
supplied. Accordingly, in the memory cycle in which said 
write request has taken place, only the input of the write 
address and of the write data is performed, and late write to 
the memory cell array 7 is not performed. In order to 
implement this, a flag is provided internally to the row 
control circuit 16, and it is arranged to show with this flag 
whether or not the write enable signal/WE has even once 
become valid during the valid State of the chip Select 
Signal/CS. 

In order to do this, the row control circuit 16 initializes the 
flag to OFF when the semiconductor memory device is 
activated, and sets the flag to ON when the initial write 
request has been performed. Furthermore, if a write request 
has occurred (the write enable signal/WE is “L” level and 
moreover the chip select signal/CS is level), the row control 
circuit 16 generates a one shot pulse in the row enable Signal 
RE only if the flag is ON. By doing this, the row control 
circuit 16 and the column control circuit 17 generate the 
control Signal CC, the Sense amplifier enable Signal SE, the 
column enable Signal CE, and the pre-charge enable Signal 
PE which are necessary for the writing. 

Next, a boost power source 18 is a power source which 
Supplies a boost electrical potential which is applied to the 
word lines in the memory cell array 7 to the row decoder 8. 
Furthermore, a Substrate Voltage generation circuit 19 is a 
circuit which generates a Substrate Voltage which is applied 
to the well or the substrate upon which the memory cells of 
the memory cell array 7 are formed. Yet further, a reference 
Voltage generation circuit 20 generates a reference Voltage 
(for example % of the power Source electrical potential=% 
Vcc) which is used by the memory cell array 7, the sense 
amplifier, the pre-charge circuit, and the equalize circuit 
within the sense amplifier/reset circuit 10. The uses of this 
reference Voltage are mainly of the following three types 
(1-3, but at the present the method of use 3 in which no 
dummy cells are provided is the most widespread. 
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CD A reference voltage (% Vcc) which is applied to the 
opposing electrodes of the capacitors which make up the 
memory cells. 

(2) If dummy cells are provided, a reference electrical 
potential when the Sense amplifier determines from the 
electrical potential which has been read out from a memory 
cell upon one bit line of a pair of bit lines and from the 
electrical potential (% Vcc) which has been read out upon 
the other bit line from a dummy cell, which of “0” or “1” the 
keep data of the memory cell is. 

If dummy cells are not provided, a reference Voltage 
which is used as an pre-charge and equalizing Voltage for the 
pair of bit lines. In this case, the read voltage from a memory 
cell appears on one of the bit lines, while the other of the bit 
lines is at the pre-charge Voltage (% Vcc) directly before the 
Start of Sensing operation. 

Here, a power down control Signal PowerDown is Sup 
plied to the refresh control circuit 5, the boost power source 
18, the substrate voltage generation circuit 19, and the 
reference Voltage generation circuit 20. This power down 
control Signal PowerDown is a Signal for Specifying from 
the exterior of the Semiconductor memory device the mode 
when going into the power down State (the standby State). 
Each of the refresh control circuit 5, the boost power source 
18, the substrate voltage generation circuit 19, and the 
reference Voltage generation circuit 20, as will be described 
hereinafter, is arranged to control the power Source Supply 
for itself along with the power down control signal Power 
Down. 

Since in this embodiment the memory cells themselves 
are the same as in a DRAM, it is not possible simply to Stop 
the power source supply to each of the circuit sections within 
the Semiconductor memory device in the Standby State as 
with an SRAM. Even in the standby state, in order to 
maintain the data in the memory cells, it is necessary to 
continue Supplying the power Source to the circuits which 
are required for refresh operation. In other words, with the 
Semiconductor memory device of this embodiment, in rela 
tion to the Standby State, it is not possible to pursue com 
patibility with an SRAM. However, in this embodiment, 
along with the provision of several modes for the standby 
State So that it is possible to obtain as much compatibility 
with an SRAM as possible, a mode of a type which does not 
exist in conventional Semiconductor memory devices is also 
provided. 

That is, in this embodiment, three types of standby mode 
are provided according to which ones among the refresh 
control circuit 5, the boost power source 18, the substrate 
Voltage generation circuit 19, and the reference Voltage 
generation circuit 20 are to be operated. In this specification, 
for convenience, these Standby modes will be termed 
standby modes 1 to 3. The standby mode 1 is a mode in 
which the power Source is Supplied to all the four types of 
circuit; the Standby mode 2 is a mode in which the power 
Source Supply to the refresh control circuit 5 among the four 
circuits, only, is stopped, with the power Source being 
Supplied to the other three types of circuit; and the Standby 
mode 3 is a mode in which the power Source Supply to all 
the four types of circuit is Stopped. 

Thus, due to the above type of fact, for the power down 
control signal PowerDown, for example, it will be accept 
able to provide a first power Source Supply line for Supplying 
power source to the refresh control circuit 5, and with a 
Second power Source Supply line for Supplying power Source 
to the boost power source 18, to the substrate voltage 
generation circuit 19, and to the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 20. 
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Next, to explain each of the standby modes in further 

detail, the Standby mode 1 is a power Source Supply mode 
the same as for a normal DRAM, and among the three types 
of Standby mode it is the one in which the current consump 
tion is the greatest. However, in this case, the power Source 
is Supplied to all the circuits which are required for refresh 
ing the memory cells. Due to this, the data of the memory 
cells which was present directly before transition to the 
Standby State is maintained, and the time period for transit 
ing the Semiconductor memory device from the Standby 
State to the active State is the Shortest among the three types 
of standby mode. It should be understood that, in setting the 
Standby mode 1, it is acceptable to Supply the power Source 
to both the first power Source Supply line and also the Second 
power Source Supply line. On the other hand, Since in the 
Standby mode 2 the power Source is not Supplied to the 
circuits which are necessary for the refresh process, there 
fore it is not possible to maintain the data of the memory 
cells in the Standby State, but in comparison with the Standby 
mode 1 it is possible to reduce the current consumption by 
this amount. That is to Say, this mode attempts to divert 
thinking away from the established concept of data retention 
in the Standby State, and, if the device transits from the 
Standby State to the active State, a State is attained in which 
Writing is to be performed for the entire memory cell array. 
Accordingly, the Standby mode 2 and the Standby mode 3 
which will next be described are modes which are adapted 
to the case in which the Semiconductor memory device is to 
be used as a buffer. It should be understood that, for setting 
the Standby mode 2, it is arranged not to Supply the power 
Source upon the first power Source Supply line, and thus to 
terminate the supply of power source to the refresh control 
circuit 5. 

Finally, Since in the Standby mode 3 it is necessary to Start 
up the boost voltage, the Substrate Voltage, and the reference 
Voltage, the time period for transiting from the Standby State 
to the active State is the longest among the three types of 
standby mode, but to this extent it is possible to reduce the 
current consumption in Standby mode to the minimum. It 
should be understood that, in the case of any of the standby 
modes 1 to 3, for the circuits other than the above described 
four types, it is acceptable to Supply the power Source only 
to those circuits which are required. 

For example, if only refresh is to be performed, then, 
since the address buffer 1, the latch 2, the register circuit 3 
(however, except for the address register), the ATD circuit 4, 
the column decoder 9, the hit control circuit 11, the register 
circuit 12 (however, except for the data register), the I/O 
buffer 13, the R/W control circuit 14, the latch control circuit 
15, the column control circuit 17 and the like are not used, 
it will be no problem if the supply of the power source to 
them is stopped. It should be understood that, for Setting the 
Standby mode 3, it is arranged not to Supply the power 
Source to either the first power Source Supply line or the 
Second power Source Supply line, and to Stop Supply of the 
power source to all of the refresh control circuit 5, the boost 
power Source 18, the Substrate Voltage generation circuit 19, 
and the reference Voltage generation circuit 20. 
By providing Standby modes like the above, it becomes 

possible to be able to control very finely from the exterior of 
the Semiconductor memory device whether or not the data is 
preserved in the Standby State, the time period to return to the 
active State, the current consumption and So on, according to 
the equipment to which the Semiconductor memory device 
is to be applied and according to its environment of use and 
the like. It should be understood that it would also be 
acceptable to omit the power down control Signal 
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“PowerDown', since it does not perform an absolutely 
necessary function, and by doing So it becomes possible to 
maintain complete compatibility with the I/O pins of a 
general-purpose SRAM. 
<Explanation of Operation> 

Next, the operation of the Semiconductor memory device 
according to the above described Structure will be explained 
while referring to the timing chart shown in FIG. 2. As 
described above, during the initial write operation after the 
Semiconductor memory device has been activated, its opera 
tion is exceptional and is different from that during the 
Second and Subsequent write operations. Thus, below, it will 
be Supposed that at least the first write operation has been 
performed, and the explanation will focus upon the opera 
tion in the case of the Second and Subsequent write opera 
tions. 

In detail, as a precondition, it will be Supposed that a write 
request for the data item “Ox’ into the address “Ax” has 
taken place in a memory cycle earlier than shown in FIG. 2. 
Due to this, along with the address “Ax” being taken into the 
address register within the register circuit 3 in Said memory 
cycle, the data item “Ox’ is taken into the data register 
within the register circuit 12. It should be understood that the 
operation when taking the address "AX' and the data item 
“Ox’ into the register circuits 3 and 12 respectively, as will 
be described hereinafter, is exactly the same as the operation 
when taking an address “An” and a data item “On' into the 
register circuits 3 and 12 respectively. 
And the operational timing is shown in FIG. 2 for the case 

that writing to the address “An” and reading from the 
address “An+1 is performed. It should be understood that 
the value of the refresh address R ADD is supposed to be 
in “R1-1” before the writing. Furthermore, in FIG. 2, the 
address "An-1” is the address Supplied in the immediately 
preceding memory cycle. If a write request was performed 
in the immediately preceding memory cycle, then the 
address "An' is equal to the address “Ax”, while, if not, at 
least a single read request took place between the immedi 
ately preceding write request and the write request for the 
address "An'. 
AS another precondition, it is Supposed that both of the 

refresh control signals REFA and REFB are at “H” level. In 
other words, it is Supposed that refresh is performed within 
the Semiconductor memory device in accompaniment with a 
read and a write request from the exterior thereof, and 
furthermore it is supposed that the condition in which self 
refresh is initiated internally has not yet been arrived at. 
Moreover, it is Supposed that the chip Select Signal/CS is 
fixed to the “L” level, so that the chip shown in FIG. 1 is 
Selected. 
(Write Operation) 

First, at time t1, the address "Address' starts to change 
from its value “An-1” up till now to “An”. At this time, as 
will become clear from the following explanation, the latch 
control signal LC is at “L” level, and moreover the control 
signal LW1 is at “L” level. Due to this, the address 
“Address” is buffered by the address buffer 1, and is passed 
through the latch 2 and becomes the internal address 
LC ADD, and furthermore the internal address LC ADD 
passes through the register circuit 3 and becomes the internal 
address L ADD. 
And the ATD circuit 4 comes to detect from the change of 

the internal address LC ADD that the address “Address' 
has started to change. It should be understood that the 
determination of the value of the address “Address” is not 
limited to this time point in the same way as in the case of 
a general-purpose SRAM, Since from this time point the 
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device enters upon the address skew period (equivalent to 
the time period Ts shown in FIG. 2). Due to this, the 
address "Address” is not taken into the latch2 at time t1, but 
rather it is arranged that the time period Tse elapses, and 
when the value of the address "Address” is determined as 
“An”, the address “Address” is kept in the latch 2. 

After this, in the address skew period, a negative pulse is 
input to the write enable Signal/WE at, for example, time t2. 
In response to the fact that the write enable signal/WE has 
dropped, the R/W control circuit 14 puts the control signal 
CWO to the “L” level, raises both of the control signals LW1 
and LW2 to the “H” level. As a result, the I/O buffer 13 
comes to transmit the write data upon the bus I/O to the bus 
WRBX. The value of the write data is not always determined 
at this time point. Furthermore, the register circuit 3 outputs 
the address "AX' which is being kept in the address register 
as the internal address L ADD, the register circuit 12 
outputs upon the bus WRB the data “QX' which is being 
kept in the data register. 

Next, when the device reaches time t3, the value of the 
address “Address” is determined as being “An”. 
Furthermore, Since at the same time t3 the time period 
Ts has elapsed from the time point (the time t1) at which 
the address “Address” (=the internal address LC ADD) 
Started to change. Therefore, when the device reaches the 
Subsequent time tak, the ATD circuit 4 generates a positive 
one shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal ATD. In 
response to the fact that the address transition detect Signal 
ATD has risen, the refresh control circuit 5 increases the 
value of the refresh address R ADD by unity and updates 
its value into “R1 for the refresh operation which is 
performed after writing. 
And late write operation is started upon the rising edge of 

the address transition detect signal ATD. In other words, the 
multiplexer 6 receives the rising edge of the address tran 
Sition detect Signal ATD and comes to Select the Side of the 
internal address L ADD. At this time, the register circuit 3 
is outputting the address "AX' which is being kept in the 
address register as the internal address L ADD, and the 
multiplexer 6 outputs this value to the row decoder 8 as the 
address M ADD. Furthermore in the same manner, by the 
address transition detect Signal ATD having risen, the row 
control circuit 16 generates a positive one shot pulse in the 
row enable signal RE. Due to this, the row decoder 8 
activates the word line which corresponds to the address 
“Ax” (in the following, the word line of the object of writing 
is sometimes termed the “write word line'). 

Next, the row control circuit 16 generates a positive one 
shot pulse in the Sense amplifier enable Signal SE corre 
sponding to the one shot pulse of the row enable signal RE, 
and it also generates a positive one shot pulse in the control 
signal CC and outputs it to the column control circuit 17. 
Due to this, the column control circuit 17 generates a 
positive one shot pulse in the column enable Signal CE. 
When by doing this the column enable signal CE goes to 
“H” level, the column decoder 9 decodes the column address 
which is included in the internal address L ADD (i.e., the 
address “Ax”), and generates a positive one shot pulse in the 
column Select Signal corresponding to this column address. 
AS a result, among the Sense amplifiers in the Sense 

amplifier/reset circuit 10, the sense amplifier which corre 
sponds to the above described column address is Selected 
and is connected with the bus WRB. As a result of the above, 
from the time ta, writing of the data “Ox’ commences via 
the Sense amplifier in the Sense amplifier/reset circuit 10 to 
the memory cell which corresponds to the address “Ax”. 
After this, when the device reaches the time tS, the data 
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“On' which is the write data corresponding to the address 
"An' comes to be Supplied, and Said data is carried upon the 
bus I/O and is transmitted via the I/O buffer 13 upon the bus 
WRBX. Of course, since at this time the bus WRBX is not 
connected to the bus WRB, at this time point the data “On” 
has no relationship with the writing to the memory cell array 
7. 

After this, the row control circuit 16 drops the one shot 
pulse of the row enable signal RE in order to stop the write 
operation. The row decoder 8 receives this, and deactivates 
the write word line which corresponds to the address “Ax”. 
Next, the row control circuit 16 drops the sense amplifier 
enable signal SE and terminates the write operation via the 
Sense amplifier in the Sense amplifier/reset circuit 10. 
Subsequently, the row control circuit 16 drops the control 
signal CC, and the column control circuit 17 receives this 
falling edge and drops the column enable signal CE. 
As a result, the column decoder 9 invalidates the column 

Select Signal, and disconnects the connection between the 
sense amplifier in the sense amplifier/reset circuit 10 which 
was selected and the bus WRB. Next, the row control circuit 
16 raises the pre-charge enable Signal PE, and, due to this, 
the pre-charge circuit in the Sense amplifier/reset circuit 10 
pre-charges the bit line in preparation for the next access. 
Subsequently, the row control circuit 16 drops the pre 
charge enable Signal PE after the time period which is 
required for the pre-charge operation has elapsed, and ter 
minates the pre-charge operation of the bit line by the 
pre-charge circuit within the Sense amplifier/reset circuit 10. 
(Refresh Operation Accompanying Write In) 

Next, when the device arrives at time t6 and the address 
transition detect signal ATD drops, the refresh operation 
commences. In other words, the multiplexer 6 comes to 
Select the refresh address R ADD side due to the address 
transition detect Signal ATD going to "L' level, and outputs 
"R1" as the address M ADD. Furthermore, the row control 
circuit 16 receives the falling edge of the address transition 
detect Signal ATD and generates a positive one shot pulse in 
the row enable signal RE. Due to this, the row decoder 8 
activates the word line which corresponds to the value “R1” 
of the address M ADD (in the following, the word line 
which is the object of the refresh process will sometimes be 
termed the “refresh word line”). 
AS a result, in the memory cell array 7, the keep data items 

of the memory cells which are connected to the refresh word 
line come to appear as electrical potentials upon the bit lines. 
Thereafter, when the row control circuit 16 generates a 
positive one shot pulse in the Sense amplifier enable signal 
SE, the Sense amplifiers in the Sense amplifier/reset circuit 
10 are activated, and the memory cells which are connected 
to the refresh word line start to be refreshed. It should be 
understood that, Since the refresh itself is exactly the same 
as that performed by a DRAM and is a known technical 
matter, herein it will not be explained in detail. 
When the write enable signal/WE rises while the refresh 

is being performed in this manner at, for instance, time t7, 
the R/W control circuit 14 drops both the control signals 
LW1 and LW2. The register circuit 3 receives the falling 
edge of this control signal LW1 and, at time t8, takes the 
value "An' of the internal address LC ADD into the 
address register. Furthermore, the register circuit 12 receives 
the falling edge of the control Signal LW2, and at the same 
time t3 takes in the data “On on the bus WRBX into the 
data register. The address "An' and the data “On' which 
have been taken into these registers come to be used in late 
write operation in the memory cycle in which a next write 
request has been performed. 
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Thereafter, when the device reaches time t9, the memory 

cycle for writing terminates and the device transits to the 
memory cycle for reading. It should be noted that at this time 
point it is the state in which the refresh operation which 
accompanied late writing continues to be performed. On the 
other hand, when the required time period for the refresh 
operation has elapsed from the commencement of refresh 
(the time té), the row control circuit 16 drops the row enable 
Signal RE in order to terminate the refresh operation. Due to 
this, the row decoder 8 deactivates the refresh word line. 
Next, the row control circuit 16 drops the sense amplifier 
enable Signal SE, and the Sense amplifier within the Sense 
amplifier/reset circuit 10 whose refresh has been finished is 
deactivated. 
At this time, the latch control circuit 15 receives the fact 

that the Sense amplifier enable Signal SE has dropped and 
drops the latch control signal LC. It should be understood 
that no one shot pulse is generated in the column enable 
Signal CE although a one shot pulse is generated in the row 
enable signal RE, since as will be understood from the 
explanation above it is not necessary to output the data in the 
memory cells to the exterior of the Semiconductor memory 
device during the refresh process, in this feature, the present 
case differs from the case of writing which was explained 
previously. Accordingly, the column decoder 9 leaves the 
column Select Signal in the deactivated State as well. 
When the refresh operation has been completed by doing 

the above, the row control circuit 16 generates a one shot 
pulse in the pre-charge enable signal PE in the same manner 
as when the writing terminated, and pre-charges the bit line. 
And the operation up to this is performed, at the latest, up to 
the time t10 (in other words, when the time period Ts 
has elapsed from the time point at which the read cycle 
following the write cycle commences). It should be under 
stood that the fact that no problem arises even if the refresh 
operation extends until the end of the address skew period of 
the next memory cycle, is due to the following reason. 

Namely, in this embodiment, by not generating the one 
shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal ATD while 
the address." Address' is not determined, control is exercised 
So that the writing and reading operations do not start until 
the address skew period is finished. Furthermore, corre 
sponding to this control, it is arranged for the internal 
address L ADD which is used in the write address and read 
address within the address skew period to keep its value in 
the directly preceding memory cycle. 

It should be understood that the times t1 to t9 in FIG. 2 
(in actual operation, the times t3 to t10) are one memory 
cycle, and in FIG. 2 the cycle time is shown as “Tcyc'. 
Furthermore, the period of the times t7 to t9 is equivalent to 
the recovery time period T which was previously 
described. However Since, in this embodiment, the pre 
charge operation after the late writing is completed before 
the refresh operation, it is not necessary to ensure the 
recovery time period T. For example, it would be accept 
able to arrange for the write enable signal/WE to rise at the 
time t9, and in Such a case the recovery time period T 
would become Zero. 
(Read Out Operation) 

Next, the memory cycle for reading that Starts from the 
time t9 will be explained. First at the time t9 the value of the 
address “Address' starts to change from “An”. Since in this 
case as well the address skew period lasts until the time t10, 
the address "Address' is not taken into the latch 2 until the 
address is determined as “An+1'. Furthermore, if a read 
request is made, the write enable Signal/WE does not drop 
during the address skew period, but instead the output enable 
signal OE becomes valid. 
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Due to this, the R/W control circuit 14 prepares for the 
reading from the memory cell by bringing the control Signal 
CWO to “H” level, it also keeps both of the control signals 
LW1 and LW2 at “L” level just as they are. Because of this, 
the I/O buffer 13 comes to transmit the data upon the bus 
WRBX to the bus I/O. It must be said that at this time point 
it is still the address skew period, the hit control signal HE 
is just the same as in the directly preceding memory cycle, 
and it is not determined whether the data upon the data WRB 
is read out upon the bus WRBX, or whether the kept data of 
the data register is read out upon the bus WRBX. 

Next, when the device reaches the time t10 at which the 
address skew period finishes, the values of the address 
“Address' and of the internal address LC ADD are deter 
mined as “An+1”. Since at this time the control signal LW1 
is "L' level, the value of the internal address LC ADD is 
output just as it is as the internal address L ADD. Further 
more the register circuit 3 outputs "L' level as the hit signal 
HIT, since the value "An+1 of the internal address 
LC ADD does not agree with the address “An' which is 
being kept in the address register. 

Next, at the time t11, the ATD circuit 4 generates a 
positive one shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal 
ATD, and due to this, read operation Starts. And the refresh 
control circuit 5 updates the value of the refresh address 
R ADD from “R1 to “R1+1”. Furthermore, the hit control 
circuit 11 takes in the hit signal HIT at the same time t11 and 
outputs “L” level as the hit enable signal HE. Because of 
this, the register circuit 12 comes to connect together the bus 
WRB and the bus WRBX, and it becomes possible for the 
Sense result due to the Sense amplifier within the Sense 
amplifier/reset circuit 10 to be output to the exterior of the 
semiconductor memory device via the I/O buffer 13 and the 
bus I/O. 

Next, the multiplexer 6 selects the internal address 
L ADD side and outputs the address “An+1 to the row 
decoder 8 as the address M ADD. At the same time, the 
row control circuit 16 generates a positive one shot pulse in 
the row enable signal RE, and the row decoder 8 activates 
the word line which corresponds to the address “An+1” (in 
the following, the word line which is the object of reading 
is sometimes termed the “read word line”). As a result, the 
kept data values of the memory cells which are connected to 
the read word line are read out as electrical potentials upon 
the bit lines. Next, the row control circuit 16 generates 
positive one shot pulses in each of the Sense amplifier enable 
Signal SE and the control Signal CC. 
When this is done, the column control circuit 17 generates 

a positive one shot pulse in the column enable Signal CE, the 
column decoder 9 activates the column Select Signal which 
corresponds to the column address within the address "An+ 
1’, and the Sense amplifier which corresponds to this column 
select signal is connected to the bus WRB. This sense 
amplifier Senses the data of the memory cells which are 
connected to the read word line and amplifies it to the levels 
of “0”/“1”. As a result, when the device reaches the time t13, 
the data “On+1” which is being stored in the address “An+1” 
comes to appear upon the bus WRB, and is read out to the 
outside from the bus I/O via the register circuit 12, the bus 
WRBX, and the I/O buffer 13. 

After this, in order to complete the read operation, the row 
control circuit 16 drops the row enable signal RE. When this 
is done, in the same way as in the case of writing, the read 
word line which corresponds to the address “An+1 is 
deactivated, the Sense amplifier enable signal SE goes to “L” 
level, and the Sense amplifier in the Sense amplifier/reset 
circuit 10 completes Sense operation. Furthermore, by the 
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column control circuit 17 bringing the column enable Signal 
CE to “L” level, the sense amplifier and the bus WRB are 
disconnected from one another. Subsequently, the bit line is 
pre-charged by the row control circuit 16 generating a one 
shot pulse in the pre-charge enable Signal PE. 
(Refresh Operation Accompanying Read Out) 
On the other hand, at the time t12 the address transition 

detect Signal ATD drops, and the refresh operation accom 
panying reading Starts. In this case, the operation which is 
performed for the times t12 to t15 is the same as the refresh 
which accompanies writing, with the only point of difference 
being that the refresh address R ADD is not “R1', but that 
“R1+1 is used. And when the device reaches the time t14 
during the refresh operation, the memory cycle for reading 
terminates and the device transits to the following new 
memory cycle, and the refresh operation finishes until the 
address skew period is completed in this new memory cycle. 
It should be understood that the period between the times t9 
to t14 (the actual operation is the period between the times 
t10 to t15) is again a single memory cycle, and the cycle time 
is “Tcyc”. 

Since with this embodiment as above the write enable 
Signal/WE which accompanies the write request is dropping 
within the address skew period, therefore which of writing 
and reading the access is, is determined when the address 
has been determined. Moreover, Since late writing is being 
performed in this embodiment, the write address and the 
write data are already determined before any address skew 
period. Since the above arrangements are implemented, it is 
possible to commence the write operation or the read 
operation when it is determined which of writing or reading 
the acceSS request may be. Furthermore, with this embodi 
ment in which the arrangements are as described above, it is 
not necessary to ensure a recovery time period T as in the 
related art. 

Accordingly, the time period required for writing or 
reading is at a minimum, and the length of a single memory 
cycle (between the times t3 to t10 or the times t10 to t15) can 
be kept to the shortest. Furthermore, since the refresh is 
performed after performing writing or reading, it is possible 
to increase the speed of access (the address access time 
period TAA in the case of reading) by the time period which 
becomes necessary for performing the refresh, by compari 
Son to the case in which the reading or the writing is 
performed after the refresh as in the first related art or the 
Second related art. 
<If Bypass Is To Be Performedd 

In FIG. 2, if the read address is not “An+1' but is "An', 
the write data “On” for the address “An' is not as yet 
reflected in the memory cell array 7. Due to this, bypass 
operation is performed as will now be explained. To this 
purpose, in the following, the points of difference Versus the 
operation described above will be explained. In this case, 
when the device reaches the time t10 shown in FIG. 2, the 
value of the address “Address” is determined as "An', and 
this value "An' is output to the internal address LC ADD 
as well. 

Since the address register in the register circuit 3 is 
keeping "An' at this time, the register circuit 3 comes to 
output “H” level as the hit signal HIT. After this, when the 
device reaches the time t11 and the address transition detect 
signal ATD rises, the hit control circuit 11 takes in the hit 
signal HIT, and outputs “H” as the hit enable signal HE. 
And, since this case is that of read operation, the R/W 
control circuit 14 outputs “L” level as the control signal 
LW2. Accordingly, the register circuit 12 comes to output 
upon the bus WRBX the data “On' which is being kept in 
the data register. 
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After this, according to when the read address is “An+1’, 
the data from the memory cell array 7 which is being stored 
in the address "An' is read out, and when the device reaches 
the time t13 said data is read out upon the bus WRB. 
However, because this data is the old data before the writing, 
it is not used as the read data but is discarded. Instead, the 
data “On” which is being output upon the bus WRBX is 
output to the exterior of the Semiconductor memory device 
through the I/O buffer 13 and the bus I/O. 

Moreover, it has been considered to reduce current con 
Sumption by not initiating the read operation, Since it is not 
necessary to reading from the memory cell array 7 in the 
case of performing bypass operation. For this, the hit enable 
signal HE is also supplied to the row control circuit 16. If the 
hit enable signal HE is “H” level at the rising edge timing of 
the address transition detect Signal ATD and if the reading 
request is input, then the row control circuit 16 and the 
column control circuit 17 are controlled So as not to generate 
the row enable Signal RE and the Signals which are gener 
ated in time Sequence from it (the Sense amplifier enable 
Signal SE, the control Signal CC, the column enable Signal 
CE, the column Select Signal, and the pre-charge enable 
signal PE). 
<Write In and Read Out Not Accompanied By Refreshd 

In FIG. 2, it was assumed that refresh is always performed 
in accompaniment with access from the outside. However it 
will be acceptable if one refresh cycle (meaning one refresh 
each for all of the word lines) is accomplished within a 
predetermined time period of Several ms to around Several 
tens of ms, depending upon the Structure and the capacity of 
the memory cell array. For this, it is not absolutely necessary 
to perform refresh whenever the address "Address' changes; 
it will be acceptable to perform refresh once in, for example, 
Several uS. 

That is, it will be acceptable to arrange to perform refresh 
intermittently, only one time for each of a predetermined 
number memory cycles. Or, even in the case that refresh is 
performed continuously as shown in FIG. 2, if one refresh 
cycle has been performed, it is not necessary to perform 
refresh until Starting the next refresh cycle. In this manner, 
if for the time being it has become unnecessary to perform 
refresh, it will be acceptable temporarily to stop the refresh 
by dropping the refresh control signal REFA. If this is done 
excessive refresh ceases to be performed, So that it is 
possible to reduce the power consumption. 

FIG. 3 shows an operational timing chart for the case in 
which, by controlling the refresh timer within the refresh 
control circuit 5, it is arranged temporarily not to perform 
refresh. As described above, in the case of FIG. 2, the refresh 
control signal PEFA was left at “H” level just as it was. By 
contrast to this, in the case of FIG. 3, Since one refresh cycle 
was completed by the refresh which was performed during 
the previous memory cycle, the refresh control circuit 5 
drops the refresh control signal REFA at the time to. In other 
words, in FIG. 3, there is shown the timing of Switching 
shifting from the State in which the refresh operation is 
performed continuously in each memory cycle upon trigger 
by the generation of the address transition detect Signal ATD, 
to the State in which the refresh operation in this manner is 
not performed. It should be noted that, since at this time the 
refresh control signal REFB remains just as it is at “H” level 
in the same way as it did in FIG. 2, it is not particularly 
shown in FIG. 3. 

Herein, the operation over the times t1 to t6 is exactly the 
Same as in the case of FIG. 2. And, although the address 
transition detect Signal ATD drops when the device reaches 
the time té, since at this time the refresh control signal REFA 
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becomes "L' level, the row control circuit 16 does not 
generate the row enable signal RE and the Sense amplifier 
enable signal SE and the pre-charge enable Signal PE which 
correspond thereto, So that refresh ceases to be performed. 
Furthermore, since the address counter within the refresh 
control circuit 5 stops count operation when the refresh 
control signal REFA goes to “L” level, the value of the 
refresh address R ADD comes to remain just as it is at 
“R1-1. 
And the above procedure is performed in exactly the same 

manner in the case of reading as well (the times t9 to t15). 
Accordingly, even if at the time t12 the address transition 
detect Signal ATD drops, the refresh ceases to be performed, 
and the value of the refresh address R ADD also continues 
to remain at “R1-1”just as it is. It should be understood that, 
if the next refresh cycle is started at a Subsequent time point, 
then operation like that shown in FIG. 2 comes to be 
performed again, Since the refresh control circuit 5 returns 
the refresh control signal REFA to “H” level. The refresh 
counter is not reset even when the refresh operation has been 
resumed by doing this, and incrementing operation is per 
formed for the value which is being kept in the refresh 
counter up till this moment. In other words, the refresh 
counter is not reset even if for example the Self refresh 
operation is interrupted midway through the refresh cycle 
(that is, the cycle which refreshes all the word lines), and, 
when the next refresh operation (whichever of refresh 
accompanying reading or writing, or Self refresh, it may be) 
is resumed, the value remaining in the refresh counter is 
incremented. 
<Self Refresha 

Next, the operation when self refresh is performed by the 
refresh timer due to there having been no access request 
from outside the Semiconductor memory device over a 
predetermined refresh time period will be explained. AS has 
been explained above, in this embodiment, when there has 
been an address change accompanying an acceSS request 
from outside, it is arranged to perform refresh after the 
Writing or reading which corresponds to Said access request 
has been performed. 

However, Since it is considered that over a long time 
period no acceSS request from the outside may be generated, 
it is not possible to continue keeping the data of the memory 
cell array 7 only by the refreshes which accompany access 
requests. Thus, with this embodiment, a refresh timer in the 
refresh control circuit 5 is utilized, and it is arranged to 
initiate self refresh when the above described refresh time 
period has elapsed from when the final acceSS request from 
the outside has occurred. 

FIG. 4 shows the operational timing at this time. The 
times t9 to t15 in this figure are exactly the same operations 
as shown in FIG. 2 for reading due to a read request from the 
outside and for the refresh which accompanies it. Moreover, 
at the time point that a one shot pulse in the address 
transition detect Signal ATD is generated, it is arranged for 
the refresh control circuit 5 to reset the refresh timer at the 
time t11 and to perform timing of the refresh time period 
from the beginning. And, if it is assumed that finally one 
refresh cycle is completed after the refresh from the time 
t12, the refresh control signal REFA is dropped at the time 
t21 the same as in the case of FIG. 3. 

Thereafter, when the time comes for the refresh of the 
next cycle to be started, at the time t22 the refresh control 
circuit 5 raises the refresh control signal REFA. Due to this, 
although the device transits to a State in which refresh is 
possible when an acceSS request has arrived from the 
outside, when independently of this situation the State in 
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which there is no acceSS request continues, upon trigger by 
the rising edge of a Signal which has been delayed from the 
refresh control signal REFA by the above described delay 
circuit, the refresh control circuit 5 initiates the above 
described pulse generation circuit, and at the time t23 
generates a negative one shot pulse in the refresh control 
signal REFB. Due to this, the row control circuit 16 gener 
ates a one shot pulse in the row enable signal RE, and 
performs the refresh. At this time, the multiplexer 6 comes 
to select the side of the refresh address R ADD since the 
refresh control signal REFB is at “L” level, and outputs 
“R1+1 as the address M ADD. It should be understood 
that the refresh operation which is performed at this time is 
exactly the same as the operation which was performed in 
FIG. 2. 

After this, the refresh control circuit 5 completes the 
refresh operation by raising the refresh control signal REFB 
at the time t24. At this time, it is arranged for the multiplexer 
6 to receive the rising edge of the refresh control signal 
REFB and to select the side of the internal address L ADD. 
Furthermore, the refresh control circuit 5 updates the refresh 
address R ADD to “R1+2 at the time t25. It should be 
understood that, Since in this case the address transition 
detect Signal ATD is not generated from when the refresh 
control signal REFA is raised at the time t22, the device does 
not transit to the State in which the refresh operation along 
with address change is continually performed. Accordingly, 
the refresh control circuit 5 drops the refresh control signal 
REFA at the time t26, and puts the device into the state in 
which, from this time point onward, refresh operation is 
controlled by the refresh timer. 

Here, if an access request arrives from the outside of the 
Semiconductor memory device while the refresh timer is 
timing the refresh time period, its processing proceeds as in 
the timing chart shown in FIG. 5. That is to say, when at the 
time t31 the address “Address” starts to change and by the 
arrival of the time t32 its value is determined as “An+2, 
then at the time t33 the ATD circuit 4 generates a one shot 
pulse in the address transition detect signal ATD. When this 
is done, the refresh control circuit 5 does not drop the refresh 
control signal REFB as during FIG. 4, but maintains it at 
“H” level just as it is. Due to this, from the time t33 and 
onward, in the same way as over the times t11 to t15, the 
reading from the address “An+2' and the refresh related to 
the address “R1+2 are performed. As a result, the data 
“On+2' which is being stored in the address “An+2 comes 
to be output upon the bus WRBX at the time t35. It should 
be understood that in FIG. 5 it is assumed that the refresh 
control signal REFA is raised at the time t22 which is close 
to the timing of the cell hold limit, and the address conver 
Sion detection Signal ATD is Sequentially generated in the 
Subsequently continuing memory cycles, So that the refresh 
control signal REFA is maintained just as it is at “H” level, 
Since the refresh is to be performed continuously. 
<Variant Embodiments> 

(1) With the explanation described above, late writing was 
performed in the memory cycle in which the next write 
request was done. The reason that this is done is that the 
memory cycle in which the next write request is available is 
one in which it is possible to perform the late writing 
Securely. Now, it will be Supposed that the late writing is 
performed by taking advantage of the empty time period 
until the next write request. In this case, even if a read 
request occurs while the late writing is being performed, it 
is necessary to delay the Start of the read operation until the 
late writing has been completed. Accordingly there is an 
undesirable delay in obtaining the read data, in comparison 
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with the case in which the read operation was started 
immediately after the address skew period had elapsed. 

Thus, if there is a period in which it is possible to 
guarantee that no read request will be input during that time 
period which is required for the late writing, it would also be 
acceptable to perform the late writing within that period. 
Accordingly, the timing at which the late writing is per 
formed is not necessarily restricted to the time point at which 
the next write request takes place. For this period, the cases 
are considered of the chip Select signal/CS (or a signal which 
is equivalent to the chip enable signal of a general-purpose 
SRAM) being invalid, or the chip itself being put in the non 
Selected State (or the deactivated State). For this, it is 
Sufficient to Stipulate in the Specification of the Semiconduc 
tor memory device that, if the chip Select Signal/CS or the 
chip enable Signal has temporarily become invalid, these 
Signals should become valid after leaving at least the time 
period which is required for the late writing. 

(2) In the above explanation, it was arranged to perform 
refresh only a single time along with the writing or the 
reading. However, in this embodiment, refresh is performed 
after writing or reading is performed. For this, if a single 
memory cycle is Set to be long as compared with the cases 
which have been explained up till now, it will be sufficient 
to arrange for the refresh to be performed a plurality of times 
within the Scope occupied by a Single memory cycle. By 
doing this, it becomes unnecessary to restrict the upper limit 
value of the write pulse time period T or the upper limit 
value of the cycle time Tcyc as with a conventional SRAM. 
The reason for this will be explained in detail hereinafter. 

(3) Furthermore it would also be acceptable to arrange, if 
as described above the chip has gone into the non selected 
State and there is no access request from the outside, for 
refresh to be performed from once to a plurality of times, 
thus taking advantage of this empty time period. Further 
more it would be acceptable, as described in the above 
described variant embodiment (1), if the late writing is 
performed at the time point that the chip goes into the non 
Selected State, to perform refresh together with the late 
Writing. At this time, it would also be acceptable to arrange 
for the refresh to be performed a plurality of times, as 
described in the above described variant embodiment (2). 

(4) In the above explanation, the condition that the write 
enable signal/WE drops within the address skew period was 
Satisfied. However, this condition is not essential. For 
example, even if the write enable signal/WE has become 
valid later than the address skew period, there is no necessity 
to Satisfy the condition described above Stringently, if the 
time period thereafter which is required for the late write 
operation and the refresh operation is short. In this type of 
case, it will be Sufficient to arrange for the value of the time 
period Tsk to be set greater than the maximum value of 
the skew, and for the address skew period to be stretched out 
until the timing of dropping of the write enable signal/WE. 

(5) In the above explanation, the control signals LW1 and 
LW2 were driven at the same timing during the late write 
control. Accordingly, it would also be acceptable for both of 
these control signals to be combined. However, it would be 
acceptable, for example, for the taking in of the write 
address into the address register to be done at any time, 
provided that this is done within the period from when the 
address skew period has elapsed until the write enable 
Signal/WE has risen. Accordingly, it would also be accept 
able to establish the timing of raising the control signal LW1 
after, for example, the address skew period has elapsed, and 
to take in the write address into the address register in 
Synchrony with this rising edge. 
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<Concerning the Write Pulse Time Period Tw, and the Cycle 
Time Tcyc> 

Generally, in the case of an SRAM for which refresh is not 
required, no restriction is imposed upon the timing Specifi 
cation for the upper limit values of the write pulse time 
period T and the cycle time Tcyc. Here, the write pulse 
time period T defines the period when writing of data is 
performed in which the write enable signal/WE goes to “L” 
level, and in this period the word line is Selected and the data 
is written into the memory cells. Furthermore, the cycle time 
Tcyc defines the period in which the address must be 
Specified when performing reading or writing of data. 

With a normal SRAM for which refresh is not required, in 
its timing specification, only lower limit values are Specified 
for the write pulse time period T and the cycle time Tcyc, 
while upper limit values for them are not particularly 
specified. Accordingly the user of the SRAM is able to set 
the write pulse time period T and the cycle time Tcyc at 
will, provided that these lower limit values are satisfied. By 
contrast to this, with a pseudo-SRAM according to this 
embodiment which maintains the data with memory cells 
which are the same as those in a DRAM, upper limit values 
of the write pulse time period T and the cycle time Tcyc 
become necessary due to constraints upon the refresh, if late 
Writing is not performed. 

In other words, with this embodiment, if the same write 
Scheme is employed as with a conventional pseudo-SRAM, 
the period in which the word line is in the selected State 
comes to be specified by the write pulse time period T. 
And during the period specified by this write pulse time 
period T, due to the necessity of avoiding competition of 
data upon the bit lines, the selection of other word lines is 
completely prohibited, and refresh is also prohibited. 
Accordingly, when the write pulse time period T is 
extended without limit, the period in which refresh cannot be 
performed also becomes long, and thus an upper limit value 
upon the write pulse time period T becomes necessary, 
Since otherwise the data which is kept in the memory cells 
becomes lost. 

Furthermore although, in this embodiment, a refresh is 
performed in accompaniment with the reading or the writing 
when the address changes over, when the cycle time Tcyc 
becomes long, the period until the address changes over also 
becomes long, and the interval of the refresh also becomes 
long. Accordingly, when the cycle time Tcyc becomes long 
without any limit, the time period in which no refresh is 
performed also becomes long, So that it is necessary to 
impose an upper limit value upon the cycle time T, since 
otherwise the data which is kept in the memory cells would 
become lost. However as described above, according to the 
late write Scheme according to this embodiment, upper limit 
values for the write pulse time period T and the cycle time 
Tcyc are not required, So that it is possible to relax con 
Straints upon the timing Specification. 

In the following, the reason why upper limit values upon 
the write pulse time period T and the cycle time Tcyc 
become unnecessary will be explained in detail. 

First, the reason why an upper limit value upon the write 
pulse time period T becomes unnecessary will be 
explained with reference to the timing chart shown in FIG. 
6. At the time t80 the address “Address' changes over to 
“An+1, and, when at the time t81 the write enable signal/ 
WE changes to “L” level, late writing and refresh are 
performed in sequence. That is, from the time t82 to the time 
t83 the word line WL is selected, and late writing is 
performed. Moreover, in the write cycle for the acceSS 
address An+1, the word line in the memory cell array which 
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is designated by this access address An+1 is temporarily 
Selected and late writing is performed. 
And, in accompaniment with this late writing (writing), 

the word line designated by the refresh address “R1+1 is 
temporarily selected from the time t84 to the time t85, and 
refresh is performed for this refresh address. When this 
refresh is completed, the refresh timer is Started and mea 
Surement of time commences. This time measurement 
makes Sure of an elapse time period from when the final 
refresh is performed, and it is done in order to obtain the 
timing which is required for Self refresh. 

Here, the case is considered in which the write pulse time 
period T is set to be long, and the write enable signal/WE 
is maintained at "L' level over a long period. In this case, the 
refresh control signal REFB is generated when at the time 
t87 the value of the above described refresh timer reaches 
the value which gives the timing necessary for the refresh, 
and refresh is performed at the time t88. In other words, a 
refresh for the memory cell array is spontaneously per 
formed after a predetermined time period has elapsed from 
when the refresh which accompanies the above described 
Writing was performed. In this example refresh is performed 
for the refresh address “R1+2' at the time t87, since the 
refresh address R ADD is changed over to “R1+2" at the 
time t86 which is before the time t87. It should be under 
stood that the refresh address is adjusted with the timing for 
Self refresh, thus being incremented at a Suitable period. 

In this manner, by arranging to employ a late write 
Scheme, the word line is only Selected temporarily in order 
to write the data, and other periods within the write cycle 
become periods in which writing of data is not performed. 
Accordingly it is possible to make spontaneous refresh (self 
refresh) function validly even in a period which is limited by 
the write pulse time period Ti, So that it becomes possible 
to preserve the data in the memory cells even if the write 
pulse time period T becomes long without any limit. 
Thus, as with a normal SRAM, it becomes unnecessary to 
impose any upper limit upon the write pulse time period 
T, So that it is possible to relax constraints upon the 
timing Specification. 

Next, the reason why an upper limit value upon the cycle 
time Tcyc becomes unnecessary will be explained with 
reference to the timing chart shown in FIG. 7. 
When at the time t90 the address “Address” is changed 

over to “An+1, then the word line WL is temporarily 
Selected from the time t92 to the time t93, and normal 
reading is performed. That is to Say, in the read cycle for the 
access address An+1, the word line in the memory cell array 
which is designated by this access address An+1 is tempo 
rarily Selected and reading is performed. In accompaniment 
with this reading, from the time t94 to the time t95, the word 
line designated by the refresh address “R1+1 is selected and 
refresh is performed. When this refresh is completed, the 
refresh timer is started in order to obtain the timing at which 
self refresh must be performed. 

Here the case is considered in which the cycle time Tcyc 
is Set long, and the read cycle has been continued over a long 
period. In this case, when at the time t97 the value of the 
above described refresh timer reaches the value which 
provides the timing at which refresh must be performed, the 
refresh control Signal REFB is generated in the same manner 
as in the above described case of the write pulse T, and 
refresh is performed for the refresh address “R1+2 at the 
time t98. In other words, refresh of the memory cell array is 
Spontaneously performed after a predetermined time period 
has elapsed from when the refresh accompanying the above 
described read cycle was performed. 
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Although the case of performing reading was explained in 
the example shown in FIG. 7, self refresh is also performed 
at a Suitable timing in the case of performing late writing if 
the cycle time Tcyc gets long, in the same manner. Accord 
ingly it becomes possible to keep the data in the memory 
cells even if the cycle time Tcyc gets long without limit, and 
thus, as with a normal SRAM, it becomes unnecessary to 
impose any upper limit upon the cycle time Tcyc, So that it 
is possible to relax constraints upon the timing Specification. 
The Second Embodiment 
With the first embodiment, the late writing and the 

refresh, or the reading and the refresh, were performed 
within a single memory cycle (cycle time Tcyc). On the 
other hand, in this embodiment, an effort is made to make 
the cycle time shorter than that in the first embodiment and 
to increase the Speed, by performing access twice (late 
writing or reading) and refresh once in, for example, two 
Successive memory cycles. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the structure of the 
Semiconductor memory device of this embodiment, and 
herein, to Structural elements which are the same as in FIG. 
1, the same reference symbols are affixed. The points of 
difference from FIG. 1 are that instead of the ATD circuit 4 
an ATD circuit 24 is provided, and that the refresh control 
signals REFA and REFB are further input to this ATD circuit 
24. As will be described below, in this embodiment, the 
timing at which the address transition detect signal ATD is 
generated differs somewhat from the first embodiment. 

That is to say, in the first embodiment, when the address 
skew period had elapsed from when the address “Address” 
had Started to change, the ATD circuit 4 generated a positive 
one shot pulse in the address transition detect signal ATD. 
By contrast to this, in this embodiment, the refresh is not 
completed within the memory cycle in which the refresh is 
performed, since the cycle time is made Shorter. Thus, in the 
memory cycle which follows after this memory cycle, the 
commencement of the read cycle or the late write operation 
is delayed until the refresh which was started in the directly 
preceding memory cycle is completed. 

For this, it is arranged for the ATD circuit 24 to be able 
to detect the fact that refresh has been performed based upon 
the refresh control signals REFA and REFB. And, if it has 
been detected that refresh has been performed in the directly 
preceding memory cycle, the ATD circuit 24 delays the 
generation of the one shot pulse by the amount that the Start 
of reading or of late writing the Subsequent memory cycle is 
to be delayed. It should be understood that, if no refresh in 
the directly preceding memory cycle has been detected, the 
ATD circuit 24 generates the one shot pulse from when the 
address skew period has elapsed, just as in the first embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 9 is a timing chart showing the operation of the 
Semiconductor memory device according to this embodi 
ment. Since this figure is based upon the operational timing 
of FIG. 2 which refers to the first embodiment, to times 
which are the same as ones in FIG. 2 the Same reference 
numeral are appended. In this embodiment, each of the time 
periods required for reading, late writing, and refresh cor 
responds to those in FIG. 2. On the other hand, in this 
embodiment, refresh is not performed each cycle as in FIG. 
2, refresh is performed only a single time in a plurality of 
memory cycles (in the example shown in FIG. 9, two 
memory cycles). Furthermore, in this embodiment, the cycle 
time (Tcycs in FIG.9) is set to be shorter than the cycle time 
Tcyc which was shown in FIG. 2 (in other words, 
TcycS<Tcyc). Due to this, in this embodiment, the reading 
and the refresh or the late writing and the refresh come to be 
no longer confined within a single memory cycle. 
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First, the operation over the times t1 through tó is exactly 

the Same as the operation in FIG. 2, and late writing is 
performed after the address skew period. Next the change of 
the address “Address' starts at a time t9a which is earlier 
than the time t9 of FIG. 2, and the address skew period is 
completed and the address "Address” is determined as 
“An+1” at a time t10a which is earlier than the time t10 of 
FIG. 2. However, in this embodiment, at this time the refresh 
which follows the late writing is still being performed, Since 
the cycle time has become shorter than in the case of FIG. 
2 

Thus, the ATD circuit 24 delays the timing at which the 
one shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal ATD is 
generated until the time point at which the refresh is 
completed, rather than it being at the time t11 as in FIG. 2 
(refer to the broken line in the figure). By doing this, the start 
of the next read operation is delayed, and it is possible to 
avoid competition between the refresh and the reading. 
When subsequently the time t11a at which the refresh is 
completed is reached, the ATD circuit 24 generates a posi 
tive one shot pulse in the address transition detect Signal 
ATD, and the read operation for the address “An+1” starts. 
It should be understood that refresh is not performed after 
reading in this memory cycle. 

After this, the address "Address' starts to change at a time 
t14.a which is earlier than the time t14 shown in FIG. 2, and 
the one shot pulse drops at a time t12a which is later than the 
time t12 of FIG. 2. Next, the address skew period is 
completed at a time t15a which is earlier than the time tS of 
FIG. 2. Since at this time point the refresh of the directly 
preceding memory cycle has not been performed, the ATD 
circuit 24 generates a one shot pulse in the address transition 
detect signal ATD and starts access to the address "An+2 at 
a time t39 which is directly after the time t15a. 
AS described above, in this embodiment, by only per 

forming the refresh once in the two memory cycles which 
correspond to the times t1 through til 4a (the actual operation 
is over the times t3 through t15a), it becomes possible to 
anticipate shortening of the cycle time and increase in the 
speed, as compared with the first embodiment. It should be 
understood that, when comparing the address access time 
periods TAA for the address "An' and for the address 
“An+1, although the address access time period TA for the 
address “An+1” becomes larger by the amount by which the 
generation of the one shot pulse has been delayed (the times 
t11 through t1a), if the shortening of the cycle time is given 
priority over the shortening of the address access time period 
TAA, this embodiment is more Suitable than the first embodi 
ment. 

Moreover it should be understood that, although in the 
above described explanation, the case in which the reading 
was delayed was explained, if the Situation is one of late 
Writing rather than of reading, exactly the same things 
happen. 

Furthermore, although in FIG. 9 the reading of the address 
“An+1 is completed by the time t15a at which the address 
skew period is completed, the case is also considered in 
which this read operation becomes later than the time t15a. 
In Such a case, until the read operation for the address 
“An+1 is completed, it will be acceptable to delay the start 
of the access (the late writing or reading) by delaying the 
timing of generation of the address transition detect Signal 
ATD even in a memory cycle later than the address “An+2. 
Accordingly, in this case, a Single refresh comes to be 
performed in three or more memory cycles. 
The Third Embodiment 
With the above described first embodiment and second 

embodiment, the aim was to shorten the memory cycle by 
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performing late writing. By contrast, in this embodiment, in 
addition to the conditions which were imposed with the first 
embodiment etc., the following type of conditions are 
imposed. By doing this, late writing is not performed as with 
the first embodiment etc., but the benefits of shortening the 
memory cycle and So on are obtained, in the same way as 
with the first embodiment etc., while performing the actual 
Writing to the memory cell in the memory cycle in which a 
write request took place. 

That is to Say, with the first embodiment etc., the case was 
considered in which the write data was delayed until later 
than the falling edge of the write enable signal/WE and was 
determined after the address skew period. On the other hand, 
with this embodiment, the Specification of the Semiconduc 
tor memory device is established so that the write enable 
signal/WE and also the write data as well are determined 
within the address skew period. By doing this, it becomes 
possible to Supply the write data to the memory cells 
immediately after the address skew period, in the same way 
as in the case that late writing is performed, So that the 
necessity for performing late writing is unambiguously 
eliminated. 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing the structure of the 
Semiconductor memory device of this embodiment, and 
herein, to Structural elements which are the same as in FIG. 
1, the same reference symbols are affixed. The points of 
difference from FIG. 1 are that the register circuit 3, the hit 
control circuit 11, and the register circuit 12 have become 
unnecessary. Due to this, the output of the latch2 is Supplied 
to the ATD circuit 4, the multiplexer 6, and the column 
decoder 9 as the internal address L ADD. Furthermore, the 
R/W control circuit 64 is structured almost identically to the 
R/W control circuit 14 which was shown in FIG. 1, except 
that it differs from the R/W control circuit 14 in the point that 
no logic is provided for generating the control Signals LW1 
and LW2. Another point of difference is that the sense 
amplifier/reset circuit 10 and the I/O buffer 13 are connected 
together directly by the bus WRB. 

Next, the operation of the Semiconductor memory device 
which is structured as described above will be explained 
with reference to the timing chart of FIG. 11. Since the 
operational timing shown by way of example in FIG. 11 
takes the operational timing shown in FIG. 2 as a basis, 
herein only the points in which it differs from the operation 
of FIG. 2 will be explained. It should be understood that, 
without being limited to FIG. 2, this embodiment can be 
applied in all of the cases which were explained with regard 
to the first embodiment. Furthermore, in this embodiment, 
the data “On' which is to be written into the address "An' 
is provided at the time t2a for example, within the address 
skew period. Here, with this embodiment as well, the control 
signal CWO goes to “L” level at the time point (the time t2) 
that the write enable signal/WE drops, in the same way as 
with the first embodiment. 

Thus, the write data “On” which is supplied upon the bus 
I/O is transmitted to the bus WRB via the I/O buffer 13. 
Furthermore, since in this embodiment the output of the 
latch 2 is Supplied to the multiplexer 6 just as it is as the 
internal address L ADD, thus the value "An' of the address 
“Address' which has been determined at the time t3 is 
supplied to the row decoder 8 as the address M ADD. 
Accordingly it becomes possible, from when the address 
transition detect signal ATD rises at the time t1, to write the 
data “On” for the address “An according to normal write 
operation (normal writing; in the drawing, “Normal Write”). 

In the above manner, according to this embodiment, along 
with the register circuit 3, the register circuit 11, and the hit 
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control circuit 12 being unnecessary as in the first 
embodiment, Since it is not necessary to generate the control 
signals LW1 and LW2 by the R/W control circuit 64, it is 
possible to Scale down and Simplify the circuit Structure. It 
should be noted that, in the above described explanation, it 
has been presumed that the write data is determined from 
when the write enable signal/WE drops. However it would 
also be acceptable to determine the write data within the 
address skew period, and the timings of the falling edge of 
the write enable signal/WE and of the determination of the 
write data may be as desired, provided that they fall within 
the address skew period. Furthermore, Since in this embodi 
ment it is not necessary for the write address and the write 
data to be taken in at the rising edge of the write enable 
signal/WE (the time t7), therefore it will be acceptable, 
provided that the write address “An' and the write data “On” 
are guaranteed to be available within the time period which 
is required for normal writing. 
The Fourth Embodiment 
This embodiment is one in which the same function as the 

page mode which is employed in a general-purpose DRAM 
or the like is implemented. FIG. 12 is a block diagram 
showing the Structure of the Semiconductor memory device 
of this embodiment, and herein, to Structural elements and 
Signal designations which are the same as in FIG. 1, the 
same reference symbols are affixed. With this embodiment, 
by dividing the address “Address” which was explained in 
the first embodiment into an upper bits side address “UAd 
dress” and a lower bits side address “Page Address', it is 
made possible to input and output data for which the bits in 
the address “UAddress” are the same continuously, by only 
changing the address "Page Address”. 

For example, Since in this embodiment the address "Page 
Address” is taken as being of two bit width, it is possible to 
acceSS data of four consecutive addresses continuously by 
making the address “Page Address” to be variable within the 
range “00” B through “11” B (here “B” denotes a binary 
number). It should be noted that the width of the address 
“Page Address” is not limited to being two bits; any number 
of bits within the range two bits through the number of bits 
of the column address included in the address “Address' 
would be acceptable. Furthermore, in this embodiment, 
along with making it possible to Select four bits of data by 
the address “Page Address', instead of the bus WRB which 
was shown in FIG. 1, four buses WRB1 (where i takes a 
value from 0 through 3) are provided. Due to this, it is 
arranged that, when the value of the address “Page Address” 
is “00"B through “11”B, the bit data of the memory cells 
which are designated by these addresses are respectively 
input and output through the buses WRB0 through WRB3. 

Next, the address buffer 141, the latch 142, the ATD 
circuit 143, the column decoder 148, and the sense 
amplifier/reset circuit 149 are structured the same as the 
address buffer 1, the latch 2, the ATD circuit 4, the column 
decoder 9, and the sense amplifier reset/circuit 10 which 
were shown in FIG.1. Since in this embodiment the address 
“UAddress' is used instead of the address “Address' as in 
the first embodiment, the Structure of these circuits is 
Somewhat different, insofar as there are differences in the bit 
widths of these addresses. Moreover, the sense amplifier/ 
reset circuit 149 is further somewhat different. 

That is, in this embodiment, the four bits of data for each 
of the column addresses included in the internal address 
L ADD have come to be input and output upon the buses 
WRBO through WRB3 respectively. Due to this, the sense 
amplifier/reset circuit 149 selects neighboring four bit lines 
within the memory cell array 7 at the same time, according 
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to the column Select Signal which is output from the decoder 
148, and respectively connects together the four Sense 
amplifiers which are connected to these bit lines and the 
buses WRB0 through WRB3. It should be noted that, since 
the address “Page Address” is not input to the ATD circuit 
143, if access is performed to the address “Page Address” 
which is changing continuously, no one shot pulse is gen 
erated in the address transition detect Signal ATD. 

In addition to this, the register circuit 150 has the same 
structure as the register circuit 12 which was shown in FIG. 
1, but with the bus width of the bus WRB being widened and 
corresponding to the buses WRB0 through WRB3, and with 
the data width which is taken in and handled at the same time 
by the register circuit 150 being made to be four times that 
of the register circuit 12. Next, an address buffer 151 has the 
Same Structure as the address buffer 1, except for the point 
of difference that the bit width of the address is different, and 
that buffers the address “Page Address”. Furthermore, a bus 
decoder 152 decodes two bits worth of page address which 
is output from the address buffer 151, and outputs four bus 
Select Signals. 

Next, a bus selector 153 is connected to the register circuit 
150 via buses WRBAi which have the same widths as the 
buses WRBi, and it connects one or another from among the 
buses WRBAO through WRBA3 with the bus WRBX, 
according to the bus Select Signals which are output from the 
bus decoder 152. Furthermore the bus selector 153 internally 
contains latch circuits which respectively correspond to the 
buses WRBAO through WRBA3, for reading from the 
memory cell array 7. Since these latch circuits Sequentially 
output the data upon the buses WRBAi to the exterior in 
parallel with refresh operation, they are arranged to take in 
the data which has been read out upon the buses WRBAO 
through WRBA3 simultaneously upon the falling edge of 
the address transition detect Signal ATD. 
Due to this, the ATD circuit 143 determines the one shot 

pulse width of the address transition detect signal ATD so 
that this address transition detect signal ATD drops from 
when the read operation is completed and the data upon the 
buses WRBAO through WRBA3 is accurately reading. On 
the other hand, in the case of a write operation, upon trigger 
by the rising edge of the write enable signal/WE, along with 
the bus selector 153 transmitting the write data upon the bus 
WRBX to any one from among the buses WRBAO through 
WRBA3 which has been designated by the above described 
bus Selection signal, it also latches Said write data to the 
internal latch circuit which corresponds to any one from 
among the buses WRBAO through WRBA3. 

Next, although the R/W control circuit 154 is structured 
almost the same as the R/W control circuit 14 which was 
shown in FIG. 1, the timing for generation of the control 
signals LW1 and LW2 is somewhat different. That is to say, 
in the first embodiment, the R/W control circuit 14 dropped 
both of the control signals LW1 and LW2 each time the write 
enable signal/WE rose. On the other hand, with the R/W 
control circuit 154 of this embodiment, upon trigger by the 
fourth rising edge of the write enable signal/WE (in other 
words, at the timing of completion of one page of writing), 
the control signals LW1 and LW2 are both dropped after the 
rising edge of the write enable Signal/WE, with a certain 
delay. 

Next, the operation of the Semiconductor memory device 
which employs the above described structure will be 
explained. First, the page read operation will be explained 
with reference to the timing chart of FIG. 13. The operation 
in this figure is based upon the operation of FIG. 2 which has 
been explained with reference to the first embodiment, and 
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is the (miss-hit) case in which the data is reading, not from 
the data register in the register circuit 150, but rather from 
the memory cell array 7. 

In the following, principally the points of difference from 
the operation of FIG. 2 will be explained. It should be 
understood that this embodiment is not limited to the case of 
FIG. 2; the explanation for the first embodiment can be 
applied in the same way in the case of the others as well. 
Here, “Y1” through “Y4” shown in FIG. 13 are any values 
from “00B through “11”B, and here, in order to distinguish 
from the burst operation which will be described hereinafter, 
it will be assumed that the values “Y1” through “Y4” are 
respectively “11”B, “10”B, “01"B, and “00"B. 

First at the time t10, just as in FIG. 2, “An+1 is supplied 
as the address “UAddress'. However, at this time, the 
address “Page Address” is now “Y1”. Due to this, at the time 
t11 the address transition detect signal ATD rises, and the 
operation commences for reading the four memory cells 
which are designated by the address An+1 (in other words, 
whose lower addresses are “00B through “11”B) upon the 
buses WRB0 through WRB3, respectively. 

Here the hit enable signal is “L” level since this is a 
miss-hit, and the control signal LW2 is also at “L” level 
Since this is reading, and the register circuit 150 connects 
through between the buses WRBi and the buses WBAi. 
Furthermore, since at this time the value of the address 
“Page Address” is “11”B, the bus decoder 152 decodes the 
value “11”B of the address “PageAddress” “Y1” which it 
has received via the address buffer 151. As a result, the bus 
Selector 153 selects the bus WRBA3 and connects it with the 
buS WRBX. 
When thereafter the device reaches the time t13, the four 

bits of data which starts from the address “An+1 is read out 
upon the buses WRB0 through WRB3, and is output upon 
the buses WRBAO through WRBA3 via the register circuit 
150. Furthermore, the value Qn+1(Y1) of the address An+1 
(Y1) which was read out upon the bus WRBA3 is output 
upon the bus WRBX, and is then output to the exterior via 
the I/O buffer 13 and the bus I/O. When by doing this the 
reading has been completed, the ATD circuit 143 drops the 
address transition detect signal ATD at the time ta-0. By 
doing this, the bus selector 153 takes the four bits of data 
which is read out upon the buses WRBAO through WRBA3 
into the internal latch circuit. Furthermore at this time, in the 
Same way as in the case of FIG. 2, the refresh operation is 
initiated and refresh for the address “R1+1 is performed. 
By appropriately continuing to change the address "Page 

Address” while this refresh operation is being performed, it 
is possible to Sequentially read out the data in the memory 
cells designated by the same address UAddress (="An+1”). 
In other words, when at the time ta1 “Y2" (="10"B) is 
supplied as the address “Page Address”, the bus selector 153 
Selects the data which is being kept by the internal latch 
circuit corresponding to the bus WRBA2, and outputs it 
upon the bus WRBX. By doing this, when the device reaches 
the time (42, the data “On+1 (Y2)” which is being stored in 
the address of the lower address “10 B is output to the 
outside from the bus I/O. 

Proceeding in the Same manner henceforward, when at the 
time t-3 “Y3” (="01"B) is supplied as the address 
“Page Address', the data which is being kept by the latch 
circuit corresponding to the bus WRBA1 is output upon the 
bus WRBAX, and at the time tá4 the data “On+1 (Y3)” 
which is being stored in the address of the lower address 
“01B is output to the outside from the bus I/O. 
Furthermore, when at the time t45 “Y4” (="00"B) is sup 
plied as the address “Page Address”, the data which is being 
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kept by the latch circuit corresponding to the bus WRBAO 
is output upon the bus WRBX, and at the time ta-6 the data 
“Qn+1 (Y4)” which is being stored in the address of the 
lower address “00'B is output to the outside from the bus 
I/O. 

Although the above is the operation in the case of a 
miss-hit, the bypass operation which is performed in the case 
of a hit is almost the Same. However, in this case, when at 
the time t11 the address transition detect signal ATD rises, 
the hit enable signal HE goes to “H” level. Furthermore, 
since at this time the control signal LW2 is “L” level, the 
register circuit 150 outputs the data “On+1 (Y1 through 
Y4)” which is being kept in the data register simultaneously 
upon the buses WRBA3 through WRBAO. And the opera 
tion thereafter is exactly the same as in the case of a miss-hit, 
with the data “Qn+1 (Y1 through Y4)” output upon the buses 
WRBA3 through WRBAO continuing to be sequentially 
output to the outside. 

Since in this manner, with this embodiment, the entire 
reading of four data items is completed by the time t13, as 
compared with the initial address “Y1” (the times t10 
through ta1), it is possible to change the Second and Subse 
quent addresses “Y2” through “Y4” (the times tA1 through 
t43, the times t43 through t45, and the times t45 through t47) 
at high Speed. Due to this, as compared with the address 
access time period for the initial data (the times t10 through 
t13), it is also possible to shorten the Second and Subsequent 
address access time periods (the times t11 through tá2, the 
times t43 through (44, and the times (45 through t46). 

And, with the page read operation of this embodiment, at 
the time point that the data of the memory cells comes to be 
output upon the bus WRBi, the read operation from the 
memory cell array 7 is completed and the device transits to 
the refresh operation. Due to this, it is possible to complete 
the refresh for the memory cell array 7 while the page 
reading is being performed to the exterior of the Semicon 
ductor memory device. Accordingly it becomes possible to 
Shorten the cycle time to the extent that, when Seen from the 
exterior, the refresh period is not seen to be completed. 

Next, the page write operation will be explained with 
reference to the timing chart of FIG. 14. Since the operation 
of this figure is also based upon the operation of FIG. 2 
which was explained for the first embodiment, in the fol 
lowing principally the points of difference will be explained. 
Here, it will be assumed as a precondition that, in the 
memory cycle before the one shown in FIG. 14, a write 
request has occurred for the data “QX (Y1 through Y4)” in 
the four addresses whose address “UAddress” is "AX'. Due 
to this, it will be assumed that the address “Ax' is being kept 
in the address register within the register circuit 3, and that 
the data “QX (Y1 through Y4)” is being kept in the data 
register within the register circuit 150. 

First, the operation up to the times t1 through ta! is the 
same as in FIG. 2. However, in this embodiment, when at the 
time t2 the write enable signal/WE drops, the register circuit 
150 transmits the data items “QX (Y1 through Y4) which is 
being kept in its data register simultaneously to the buses 
WRB3 through WRB0 respectively. And when the device 
reaches the time ta and the late write operation commences, 
the data items “QX (Y1 through Y4)” are written in to the 
four addresses Starting from the address "AX", respectively. 
When thereafter the device reaches the time t5, the write 

data “Qn (Y1)” is supplied upon the bus I/O corresponding 
to the address “An (Y1)” (Y1="11"B). Since at this time 
point the control signal CWO is “L” level, the I/O buffer 13 
outputs the data upon the buS I/O just as it is upon the bus 
WRBX. Next, the write enable signal/WE rises at the time 
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t7, but, in this embodiment, input into the address register 
and into the data register is not performed at this time point. 
And at the time tS1 the bus selector 153 latches the data “On 
(Y1)” to the internal latch circuit which corresponds to the 
bus WRBA3 designated by the bus selection signal from the 
bus decoder 152, and also transmits this write data upon the 
buS WRBA3. 

Thereafter the write data is Sequentially Supplied, along 
with appropriately continuing to change just the address 
“Page Address”. In other words, at the time t52 the address 
“PageAddress” changes to “Y2" (="10"B), and when the 
time t53 arrives the write data “Qn (Y2)” for the address “An 
(Y2)” is transmitted via the bus I/O upon the bus WRBX. 
And at the time t54 the write enable signal/WE drops. 
However, since in this case the address “UAddress” is not 
changing, no one shot pulse is generated in the address 
transition detect Signal ATD, and neither late writing nor 
refresh is performed. 
When at the subsequent time t55 the write enable signal/ 

WE rises, the bus selector 153 latches the data “Qn (Y2)” to 
the internal latch circuit which corresponds to the bus 
WRBA2 at the time tS6, and also transmits this write data 
upon the bus WRBA2. In the same manner Subsequently, at 
the time t57 the address “Page Address' changes to “Y3” 
(="01"B), and at the time t58 the write data “Qn (Y3)” for 
the address “An (Y3)” is transmitted upon the bus WRBX, 
and at the time t59 the write enable signal/WE drops. 

Next, when at the time té0 the write enable signal/WE 
rises, the bus selector 153 latches the data “Qn (Y3)” to the 
latch circuit which corresponds to the bus WRBA1 at the 
time té1, and also transmits this data upon the bus WRBA1. 
Next, at the time té2 the address "Page Address' changes to 
“Y4” (="00"B), and at the time té3 the write data “Qn (Y4)” 
for the address “An (Y4)” is output upon the bus WRBX, 
and at the time té4 the write enable signal/WE drops. 
Next the rising edge of the write enable signal/WE takes 

place at the time té5, and the bus selector 153 latches the 
data “Qn (Y4)” to the latch circuit which corresponds to the 
bus WRBAO at the time t06, and also transmits this data 
upon the bus WRBAO. Next, in response to the fact that the 
write enable signal/WE has risen at the time té5, and the 
R/W control circuit 154 drops the control signals LW1 and 
LW2 together. As a result the register circuit 3 takes in the 
value "An' of the address LC ADD into the address 
register, and the register circuit 150 takes in the data “On 
(Y1through Y4)” upon the buses WRBA3 through WRBAO 
into the internal data register. Due to this, the address and the 
data which are used for late writing when the next write 
request occurs are prepared. With the above, a Single page 
write operation is completed. 
AS described above, in the case of page writing as well, 

it is possible to change the Second and Subsequent address 
(the times t52 through t57, t57 through tó2, and té2 through 
t65) at high speed, as compared with the initial address (the 
times t3 through t52). Furthermore, the second and Subse 
quent write time periods (the times t54 through t55, t59 
through tó0, and té4 through tó7) also become shorter, as 
compared with the write time period for the initial data (the 
times t2 through t7). And, with the page write operation of 
this embodiment, if each page is made up of four data items 
(the page address is two bits), then the data QX (Y1 through 
Y4) is stored in the data registers in the register circuit 150 
corresponding to the buses WRB3 through WRB0, and it is 
possible to write all of these four data items to the memory 
cell array 7 all together collectively. 

Furthermore, Since this collective writing is late writing, 
the write operation is completed at an early timing within the 
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memory cycle in which the actually page writing is 
performed, and it is possible to shift to refresh operation at 
almost the same timing as in the case of page reading. Due 
to this, it is possible to complete the refresh operation during 
the Supply of data for the page writing from externally, So 
that the refresh period becomes completely invisible when 
Seen from externally, just as in the case of reading, which is 
beneficial for reduction of the cycle time. 

It should be understood that, in the above explanation, the 
keep period for the address “Page Address” (Y1) the first 
time is taken as being long as compared with the Second and 
Subsequent addresses “Page Address” (Y2 through Y4), and 
corresponding to this, for the widths of the write pulses as 
well, the first one is taken as being wider. However, late 
Writing is performed in this embodiment, and at the timing 
shown in FIG. 14 the address “Page Address” and the write 
enable signal/WE are only used for taking in the write data. 
Accordingly, it would also be acceptable to reduce the keep 
period and the write pulse for the address “Page Address” the 
first time, So as to take them as being the same as the keep 
period and the write pulse the Second and Subsequent times. 
Furthermore, it would also be acceptable to Shorten the keep 
period and the write pulse to narrower widths than those 
shown in the drawing for the address “Page Address” the 
Second and Subsequent times. 

Furthermore, in the above explanation, in the operation of 
page reading shown in FIG. 13, the data upon the buses 
WRBAi was taken into the latch circuit within the bus 
selector 153 upon the falling edge of the address transition 
detect signal ATD. However, instead of this, it would also be 
acceptable to detect the timing that, at the time t11, the 
address “PageAddress' changed from “Y1” to “Y2”, and to 
take the data into the latch circuit within the bus selector 
153. FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing the structure of the 
Semiconductor memory device according to this type of 
variant embodiment, and therein, to Structural elements 
which are the same as in FIG. 12, the same reference 
symbols are affixed. 

The point of difference with FIG. 12 is that, separately 
from the ATD circuit 143, a dedicated ATD circuit 155 is 
provided for detecting change of the address "Page Ad 
dress”. This ATD circuit 155 generates a negative one shot 
pulse in an address transition detect signal/ATDP when it 
detects change of the address "PageAddress'. At this time, 
after the address “UAddress' has changed, it is necessary to 
generate a one shot pulse just at the timing that the address 
"PageAddress' has initially changed. 

For this, after the ATD circuit 155 has detected the rising 
edge of the address transition detect signal ATD, it generates 
a one shot pulse in the address transition detect signal/ATDP 
only when the address Page Address has changed. And 
Subsequently the ATD circuit 155 is arranged not to generate 
any one shot pulse in the address transition detect signal/ 
ATDP, even if the address “Page Address' changes, until the 
address transition detect Signal ATD rises again. In addition 
to this, the address transition detect signal/ATDP is supplied 
to the bus selector 153, instead of the address transition 
detect signal ATD. And the bus selector 153 is arranged to 
detect the falling edge of the negative one shot pulse which 
is generated in the address transition detect Signal/ATDP, 
and to take in the read data upon the buses WRBAi into the 
internal latch circuit. 

Furthermore, according to the above description of FIGS. 
13 and 14, it was arranged to perform the refresh just once. 
However, in FIG. 13 for example, when the refresh which 
started from the time t10 is completed, during the time 
period until the time tA8 (the complete timing of the address 
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skew period of the next memory cycle), no access is made 
to the memory cell array 7. Accordingly, it would also be 
acceptable to perform the refresh a plurality of times, by 
taking advantage of this empty time period which exists in 
FIGS. 13 and 14. 
The Fifth Embodiment 
This embodiment is one for performing burst operation, in 

addition to the functional constraints in page mode operation 
which have been explained for the fourth embodiment. Burst 
mode is the same as page mode, in the point that reading or 
Writing are performed at high Speed by changing the lower 
address among the address “Address'. However, the meth 
ods of Supplying the address in burst mode and in page mode 
are different. That is to Say, in page mode operation, Since it 
is specified that all the lower addresses are directly input 
from the outside, therefore it is possible to designate the 
Sequence of the lower addresses randomly from the outside. 

For example, although in the fourth embodiment the 
address “Page Address” was supplied in the order “11”B 
through “00B, it would also be acceptable for this to be, for 
example, in the order “10"B, “01B, “00"B, “11”B or the 
like. By contrast to this, in the burst mode, the information 
for the lower addresses which is provided from the outside 
is only the lower address which is used at the start of burst 
operation. In other words, in the burst mode, corresponding 
to the trigger for Starting burst operation, the lower addresses 
other than the one Supplied at the Start are Sequentially 
generated internally, with the Sequence for generation of 
these lower addresses being determined in advance. 

Here, a linear method and an interleaved method and the 
like are representative of the Sequence in which the lower 
addresses are to be generated. The former of these is a 
method in which the address is steadily increased by “1” at 
a time. For example, if the lower address is two bits, the 
lower addresses proceed to be sequentially generated in, for 
example, the following manner, corresponding to the value 
of the start address: 

On the other hand, the latter method is one which is 
applied in the case of interleaved operation of the Semicon 
ductor memory device, and the lower addresses proceed to 
be sequentially generated in, for example, the following 
manner, corresponding to the value of the Start address: 

Next, FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing the structure of 
the Semiconductor memory device of this embodiment, and 
herein, to Structural elements which are the same as in FIG. 
12 (the fourth embodiment), the same reference symbols are 
affixed. In FIG. 16, a burst control circuit 161 and a burst 
address generation circuit 162 have been added to the 
structure of FIG. 12. Furthermore, since the lower address of 
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the address “Address” designates the start address of burst 
operation, this is termed “StartAddress', instead of “Page 
Address' as shown in FIG. 12. 

The burst control circuit 161 outputs four trigger signals 
from the rising edge of the address transition detect Signal 
ATD, upon trigger by the output enable signal OE (in the 
case of reading) or by the write enable signal/WE (in the 
case of writing). It should be understood that the timing of 
generation of these trigger Signals will be described in detail 
along with the explanation of operation given hereinafter. 
Next, when the initial one from among the four trigger 
Signals has been presented, the burst address generation 
circuit 162, while treating the address which is output from 
the address buffer 151 as the start address, continues to 
generate a lower address according to the above described 
linear method or interleaved method, each time a trigger 
Signal is presented thereafter. 

Next, the operation of the Semiconductor memory device 
according to the above described Structure will be explained. 
Although initially the burst read operation will be explained 
with reference to FIG. 17, since this operation is based upon 
the operation for page reading of the fourth embodiment, 
here the points of difference from FIG. 13 will be explained. 
First, when the output enable signal OE becomes valid at the 
time t9a within the address skew period, the burst control 
circuit 161 goes into a State in which it is capable of 
outputting trigger Signals. Thereafter, when the device 
reaches the time t10, along with "An+1' being Supplied as 
the address “UAddress”, “Y1” is supplied as the address 
“StartAddress'. 
And when the device reaches the time t11 and the address 

transition detect signal ATD rises, the burst control circuit 
161 outputs a trigger Signal to the burst address generation 
circuit 162. Due to this, along with the burst address 
generation circuit 162 taking the address “Y1” which is 
being output from the address buffer 151 internally, it 
outputs this to the bus decoder 152. When this is done, four 
addresses of reading is started for the address "An+1, just 
as in the fourth embodiment, and when the device reaches 
the time t13, the data “Qn+1 (Y1)” among the data which 
has appeared upon the buses WRB0 through WRB3 is 
output upon the bus WRBX. 

Thereafter, at the time tA0 the address transition detect 
signal ATD drops and the device transits to the refresh 
operation. Next, when a time period Ti elapses from the time 
t11 and the device reaches the time t71, the burst control 
circuit 161 outputs the Second trigger Signal, and the burst 
address generation circuit 162 changes its output to “Y2. It 
should be understood that the time period Ti is set to be later 
than the time t13 at which the reading from the memory cell 
array 7 is completed. Furthermore, “Y1” may be for 
example "01"B, and moreover if the interleave method is 
being employed, “Y2" will be “00”B. And when the bus 
select signal which is output from the bus decoder 152 
changes, the bus Selector 153 comes to output the data 
“On+1 (Y2)” upon the bus WRBX at the time t72. 

Here, Since in this embodiment the lower address contin 
ues to change at a timing which is determined in advance 
internally to the Semiconductor memory device, the lower 
address changes to “Y2" at a timing (in this case the time 
t71, which is earlier than the time ta1) which is different 
from the case of FIG. 13 in which the page address is 
supplied from the outside (the time (41). And the same 
happens Subsequently: when the burst control circuit 161 
outputs the third and fourth trigger Signals at, respectively, 
the time t73 after a time period Ti" from the time t71, and at 
the time t75 after the time period Ti" from this time t73, the 
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burst address generation circuit 162 changes its own output 
through “Y3' and “Y4” respectively, and corresponding to 
this the data “Qn+1 (Y3)' and “Qn+1 (Y4)” are output upon 
the bus WRBX at the respective times t74 and t76. 

Here, in this embodiment as well, the complete reading of 
the four data items is finished by the time t13. Due to this, 
if as shown in the figure the time period Ti' is set to be 
shorter than the above described time period Ti (for example 
“% of the time period Ti), in the same way as in the page 
mode, it is possible to shorten the address access time 
periods to the Second and Subsequent items of data (the times 
t71 through t72, the times t73 through t74, and the times t75 
through t76) as well, by comparison with the address access 
time period for the initial data item (the times t10 through 
t13). 
Now the operation of burst writing will be explained with 

reference to FIG. 18. Since this case as well is based upon 
the page write operation, principally the points of difference 
from FIG. 14 will be explained. Moreover, here it will be 
assumed that the linear method is employed, and that the 
address Y1 is “11”B (accordingly, the addresses Y2 through 
Y4 are “00”B through “10"B). First when at the time t2 in 
the address skew period, in the same way as in FIG. 14, the 
write enable signal/WE becomes valid, the burst control 
circuit 161 goes into the State in which it can output trigger 
Signals. Thereafter, when the device reaches the time t3, 
along with "An' being supplied as the address “UAddress', 
“Y1” is supplied as the address “StartAddress”. 
And, Since the burst control circuit 161 outputs a trigger 

Signal when the device reaches the time ta and the address 
transition detect Signal ATD rises, the burst address genera 
tion circuit 162 takes in the address “Y1” which is output 
from the address buffer 151 and outputs it to the bus decoder 
152. Due to this, the data items “Qx (Y2 through Y4, Y1)” 
are simultaneously late written to the four addresses which 
correspond to the address "AX", in the same manner as with 
the fourth embodiment. Thereafter at the time t5 the write 
data “Qn (Y1)” is supplied on the bus I/O corresponding to 
the address An (Y1), and at the time to the address transition 
detect signal ATD drops and the device shifts to refresh 
operation. 

Next, when a time period Telapses from the time ta and 
the device reaches the time t81, since the burst control 
circuit 161 outputs the Second trigger Signal, the burst 
address generation circuit 162 changes its output to "Y2. 
And when the device reaches the time t82, in response to the 
fact that the write enable signal/WE has risen at the time t7, 
along with the bus selector 153 latching the data “Qn (Y1) 
to the internal latch circuit corresponding to the bus 
WRBA3, also transmits this data upon the bus WRBA3. 

Next, when the device reaches the time t83, in response to 
the fact that the lower address has changed to “Y2', the data 
“Qn (Y2)” comes to be supplied upon the bus I/O. Further 
more when the device reaches the time t87, in response to 
the fact that the write enable signal/WE has risen at the time 
t85, (since in this case the address “Y2" is “00"B) along with 
the bus selector 153 latching the data “Qn (Y2) to the 
internal latch circuit which corresponds to the bus WRBAO, 
also transmits this data upon the bus WRBAO. 

Thereafter the same thing happens: when the burst control 
circuit 161 outputs the third and the fourth trigger Signals 
respectively at the time t86 after a time period Ti" from the 
time t81, and at the time t91 after the time period t from this 
time t36, the burst address generation circuit 162 changes its 
own output to, respectively, “Y3' and “Y4, and so as to 
correspond to this, the data “Qn (Y3)” and “Qn (Y4)” are 
output upon the bus WRBX at, respectively, the times t89 
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and t94. Furthermore, in response to the fact that the write 
enable signal/WE rises at the times t90 and t95, the bus 
selector 153, at the respective times t93 and t96, (since in 
this case the addresses “Y3' and “Y4” are respectively 
“01'B and “10"B) along with latching the data items “Qn 
(Y3)' and “On (Y4)” to the latch circuits which correspond 
to the buses WRBA1 and WRBA2, also transmits them to 
the buses WRBA1 and WRBA2. 

It should be understood that in this embodiment as well, 
in the same way as during the page mode, it would also be 
acceptable to reduce the width of the keep period (the time 
periodT) and the write pulse for the first lower address, like 
the keep period (t') and the write pulse for the Second and 
Subsequent lower addresses. Furthermore, it would also be 
acceptable further to shorten the Second and Subsequent 
keep period (t') and write pulse shorter than the widths 
shown in FIG. 18. 
As described above, in this embodiment, when perform 

ing continuous access, it is Sufficient to provide only the 
Starting address ("StartAddress') as the lower address, so 
that control of the semiconductor memory device from the 
exterior becomes Simpler, in comparison with the page 
mode. Furthermore, although with a conventional Semicon 
ductor memory device which performs burst operation a 
Synchronous clock Signal is used as a trigger for the Start of 
operation, when operation is performed according to a clock 
Signal as described above, the power consumption is unde 
sirably increased. By contrast to this, with this embodiment, 
the output enable signal OE or the write enable signal/WE 
is used as the trigger for the Start of burst operation, So that 
no clock signal is used as a trigger. Due to this, it is possible 
to reduce the power consumption according to this 
embodiment, which is accordingly Suitable for application to 
an instrument which utilizes low power consumption, Such 
as a portable telephone or the like. 
The Sixth Embodiment 
In each of the above described embodiments, it was 

arranged for the standby mode to be switched over based 
upon a power down control signal “PowerDown” which is 
Supplied from the exterior of the Semiconductor memory 
device. By contrast to this, in this embodiment, the standby 
mode Switching is performed in the same way as in each of 
the embodiments described above by writing the data for 
commanding mode Switching to a Specific address within the 
memory cell array 7 which is determined in advance. In 
other words, in this embodiment, the “0” address (the lowest 
address) in the memory cell array 7 is used as a data Storage 
region dedicated to mode Switching. Furthermore, in this 
embodiment, it is arranged that the data for Setting the 
standby mode 2 is “FO”h (herein, “h” means a hexadecimal 
number), while the data for setting the standby mode 3 is 
“OF'h. Accordingly, in this embodiment, the bus width of 
the buses WRB and WRBX is eight bits. 

FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing the structure of the 
Semiconductor memory device of this embodiment, and 
herein, to Structural elements and to Signal designations 
which are the same as in FIG. 1, the same reference symbols 
are affixed. As points in which FIG. 19 differs from FIG. 1, 
there are: that no pin for inputting the power down control 
signal “PowerDown” is present; that a standby mode control 
circuit 201 is newly added; and that portions of the structure 
of a refresh control circuit 204, a boost power source 215, a 
Substrate Voltage generation circuit 216, and a reference 
voltage generation circuit 217 differ from the refresh control 
circuit 5, the boost power source 18, the Substrate voltage 
generation circuit 19, and the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 20, respectively. Accordingly, these portions will be 
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explained in greater detail while referring to FIGS. 20 
through 24. It should be understood that in FIGS. 20 through 
24, to Structural elements and Signal designations which are 
the same as in FIGS. 1 and 19, the same reference symbols 
are affixed. 

First, in FIG. 19, the standby mode control circuit 201 
generates mode set signals MD2 and MD3, based upon the 
internal address LC ADD, the chip select signal/CS, the 
write enable signal/WE, and the write data upon the bus 
WRBX. Among these, the mode set signal MD2 is a signal 
which goes to “H” level when the standby mode 2 is set, and 
it is supplied to the refresh control circuit 204. On the other 
hand, the mode set signal MD3 is a signal which goes to “H” 
level when the standby mode 2 or the standby mode 3 is set, 
and it is supplied to the boost power source 215, to the 
Substrate Voltage generation circuit 216, and to the reference 
voltage generation circuit 217. It should be understood that 
when both of the mode signals MD2 and MD3 are “L” level, 
this indicates the standby mode 1. 

Here, FIG. 20 is a circuit diagram showing the detailed 
structure of the standby mode control circuit 201. In this 
figure, the data WRB0 through WRB3 and WRB4 through 
WRB7 are bits 0 through 3 and bits 4 through 7 of the write 
data which is supplied upon the bus WRBX from the 
exterior of the Semiconductor memory device. And a circuit 
built up from an AND gate 221, a NOR gate 222, and an 
AND gate 223 outputs “H” level only when the write data 
is “FO'h. In the same manner, a circuit built up from a NOR 
gate 224, an AND gate 225, and an AND gate 226 outputs 
“H” level only when the write data is “OF"h. Furthermore, 
by forming the logical Sum of the outputs of the AND gates 
233 and 226, an OR gate 227 outputs “H” level when either 
of “FO"h or “OF"h is input as the write data. 

Next, the addresses X0B through Y7B are address values 
in which the bits which make up the internal address 
LC ADD have been inverted. For example, the address 
XOB is a value inverted from bit 0 of the row address, while 
the address Y7B is a value inverted from bit 7 of the column 
address. Accordingly, the AND gate 228 outputs “H” level 
only when it has detected that all the bits of the internal 
address LC ADD are “0”B (in other words, the address 
“0”). And the AND gate 229 outputs the write enable 
Signal/WE as a clock signal just as it is, only when the data 
“FO”h or “OF"h is written in to the address “0”. Furthermore, 
the AND gate 230 outputs the write enable signal/WE as a 
clock signal just as it is, only when the data “OF"h is written 
in to the address “0”. 

Next, a circuit which is made up from inverters 231 
through 236 and an AND gate 237 generates a one shot pulse 
in a signal CEOS upon detecting the falling edge of the chip 
select signal/CS. Next, when the output of the AND gate 229 
rises and the clock signal is input at its C terminal, a latch 
238 outputs from its Q terminal as the mode select signal 
MD2 the level “H”, which corresponds to the power source 
electrical potential which has been Supplied to its D termi 
nal. Furthermore, when a one shot pulse has been generated 
in the signal CEOS which is supplied to its R terminal, the 
latch 228 resets itself and outputs “L” level in the mode 
select signal MD2. The latch 239 is also of the same 
structure, and outputs “H” level to the mode set signal MD3 
when the output of the AND gate 230 has risen, while it 
outputs “L” level to the mode set signal MD3 when a one 
shot pulse has been generated in the Signal CEOS. 

In the above manner, when Setting the Standby mode 2, 
the output of the AND gate 229 rises in synchrony with the 
rising edge of the write enable signal/WE and the D type 
latch 238 is set, and the mode select signal MD2 goes to “H” 
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level. Furthermore, when setting the standby mode 3, both 
of the outputs of the AND gates 229 and 230 rise in 
Synchrony with the rising edge of the write enable Signal/ 
WE and the latches 238 and 239 are both set, and both the 
mode set signal MD2 and the mode set signal MD3 go to 
“H” level. 

Next, the refresh control circuit 204 shown in FIG. 19 
generates the refresh address R ADD and the refresh 
control signals REFA and REFB using the chip select 
signal/CS and the mode set signal MD2 instead of the power 
down control signal “PowerDown”. Here, FIG. 21 is a 
circuit diagram which shows the detailed Structure of the 
refresh control circuit 204. In this figure, the gate terminal, 
the Source terminal, and the drain terminal of the P channel 
transistor 240 are respectively connected to the output of an 
AND gate 241, to power Source electrical potential, and to 
the power Source Supply pin of the refresh control circuit 5. 
Due to this, if the output of the AND gate 241 is “L” level 
the transistor 240 is ON, and power source is supplied to the 
refresh control circuit 5, while if the same output is “H” level 
the transistor 240 is cut off, and the Supply of power source 
is stopped. 

The AND gate 241 cuts off the transistor 240 when the 
Semiconductor memory device is in the non Selected State 
(the chip select signal/CS is “H” level) and moreover the 
device is in the standby mode 2 or the standby mode 3 (the 
mode set signal MD2 is at “H” level). Next, an inverter 242 
is for generating a signal which is inverted from the mode Set 
signal MD2, and its output goes to “H” level during the 
Standby mode 1. In the Standby mode 1, on the one hand, an 
AND gate 243 outputs the refresh address R ADD which is 
generated by the refresh control circuit 5 just as it is, while 
in the standby mode 2 or the standby mode 3 it fixes that 
address at “0”. 

In the standby mode 1, on the one hand, an AND gate 244 
outputs the refresh control Signal REFA which is generated 
by the refresh control circuit 5 just as it is, while in the 
standby mode 2 or the standby mode 3 it fixes that signal at 
“L” level. Furthermore, an inverter 245 inverts the output of 
the inverter 242, so that it outputs “L” level in the standby 
mode 1. In the Standby mode 1, on the one hand, an OR gate 
246 outputs the refresh control signal REFB which is 
generated by the refresh control circuit 5 just as it is, while 
in the standby mode 2 or the standby mode 3 it fixes that 
signal at “H” level. 

Next, FIGS. 22 through 24 are circuit diagrams showing 
the detailed structures of the boost power source 215, of the 
Substrate Voltage generation circuit 216, and of the reference 
Voltage generation circuit 217. In the boost power Source 
215, a P channel transistor 250 and an AND gate 251 have 
the same respective functions as the transistor 240 and the 
AND gate 241 which were shown in FIG. 21. That is to say, 
when the Semiconductor memory device is in the non 
selected state (the chip select signal/CS is at “H” level) and 
moreover the device is in the standby mode 3 (the mode set 
signal MD3 is “H” level), the transistor 250 is cut off and the 
Supply of power Source to the boost power Source 18 is 
Stopped, while in other cases the power Source is Supplied to 
the boost power source 18. The above matters are exactly the 
Same for the Substrate Voltage generation circuit 216 and the 
reference Voltage generation circuit 217; the transistorS 252 
and 254 which are included in these circuits correspond to 
the transistor 250 in the boost power source 215, and the 
AND gates 253 and 255 correspond to the AND gate 251 
within the boost power source 215. 

The operation during Standby mode Switching with the 
Semiconductor memory device according to the above 
described Structure takes place as follows. 
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CD Standby Mode 1 
To Set the Semiconductor memory device to the Standby 

mode 1, it is sufficient to drop the chip select signal/CS. By 
doing this, the Standby mode control circuit 201 generates a 
one shot pulse from the falling edge of the chip Select 
signal/CS, and resets the latch 238 and the latch 239, and 
both of the mode select signals MD2 and MD3 go to “L” 
level. 
Due to this, in the refresh control circuit 204, along with 

the transistor 240 going to ON and power source being 
supplied to the internal refresh control circuit 5, the refresh 
control signals REFA and REFB and the refresh address 
R ADD generated by the refresh control circuit 5 come to 
be output just as they are. Furthermore, power Source also 
comes to be supplied to the boost power source 18, the 
Substrate Voltage generation circuit 19, and the reference 
Voltage generation circuit 20 which are respectively internal 
to the boost power Source 215, the Substrate Voltage gen 
eration circuit 216, and the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 217. By performing the above operations, operation 
of the type explained in the above described embodiments is 
made possible. 
(2) Standby Mode 2 
To set the standby mode 2, it is sufficient to write the data 

“FO”h to the address “0” as described above. By doing this, 
the standby mode control circuit 201 brings the mode select 
signal MD2 to the “H” level from the rising edge of the write 
enable Signal/WE. Since the chip Select Signal/CS goes to 
“H” level when at this time point the semiconductor memory 
device is not Selected, or when thereafter it becomes no 
longer selected, thereby the refresh control circuit 204 
ceases supply of power source to the internal refresh control 
circuit 5. 

Furthermore, since the output of the refresh control circuit 
5 becomes indefinite because the Supply of power Source to 
it has ceased, thereby the refresh control circuit 204 fixes the 
refresh address R ADD at “0”, and also fixes the levels of 
the refresh control signals REFA and REFB at “L” level and 
“H” level. Furthermore, since at this time point the chip 
select signal/CS is “H” level, even if the bits of the internal 
address LC ADD change, the ATD circuit 4 does not 
generate any one shot pulse in the address transition detect 
Signal ATD, instead maintaining it at "L' level. 
Due to this, the row control circuit 16 fixes all of the row 

enable signal RE, the Sense amplifier enable signal SE, the 
pre-charge enable signal PE, and the control Signal CC at 
“L” level. Accordingly, the column enable signal CE and the 
latch control signal LC are also kept at “L” level. On the 
other hand, since the refresh control signal REFB is fixed at 
“H” level and moreover the address transition detect signal 
ATD is fixed at “L” level, therefore the multiplexer 6 
continuously Selects the Side of the internal address 
L ADD. By doing as above, the refresh operation is inter 
rupted and the current consumption is reduced. It should be 
understood that the power Source continues to be Supplied to 
the boost power Source 18, to the Substrate Voltage genera 
tion circuit 19, and to the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 20 (refer to FIGS. 22 through 24), since at this time 
the mode set signal MD3 remains at "L' level. 
(3) Standby Mode 3 
To set the standby mode 3, it is sufficient to write the data 

“OF"h to the address “0” as described above. By doing this, 
the standby mode control circuit 201 raises both the mode 
set signal MD2 and the mode set signal MD3 to “H” level 
from the rising edge of the write enable signal/WE. Due to 
this, at the time point that the chip Select Signal/CS has gone 
to “H” level, in the same way as for the standby mode 2, the 
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refresh control circuit 204 ceases the Supply of power Source 
to the internal refresh control circuit 5. Simultaneously with 
this, the boost power source 215, the substrate voltage 
generation circuit 216, and the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 217 Stop the Supply of power Source to, respectively, 
the internal boost power source 18, the substrate voltage 
generation circuit 19, and the reference Voltage generation 
circuit 20. Due to this, in addition to the refresh control 
being interrupted in the same manner as in the Standby mode 
2, also the current is cut off from the power Source System 
control circuitry, So that a further reduction of current 
consumption is attained. 
AS described above, Since in this embodiment it is not 

necessary to Supply any signal from the exterior of the 
Semiconductor memory device like the power down control 
signal “PowerDown” which was explained with respect to 
the first embodiment, accordingly it is possible to reduce the 
number of pins to that extent. It should be understood that, 
although in the above explanation the first embodiment was 
taken as a basis, it would also be acceptable to apply the 
Same concepts to the Second or the Subsequent embodi 
ments. Moreover, the control of standby mode which was 
explained in the embodiments described above could also be 
applied to a conventional Semiconductor memory device 
such as a pseudo-SRAM or the like. 
Variant Embodiments 
Although in each of the embodiments described above 

each of the memory cells of the memory cell array 7 was 
built up of a Single transistor and a Single capacitor, the 
structure of the memory cells is not limited by this format. 
Although, of course, this type of memory cell is most 
desirable from the point of view of chip size and so on, with 
the Semiconductor memory device of the present invention, 
the use of memory cells other than Single transistor Single 
capacitor ones is not ruled out. That is to Say, in the case of 
DRAM memory cells whose structure is smaller than that of 
the memory cells of a general-purpose SRAM, there is the 
beneficial effect that it is possible to reduce the chip size as 
compared with a general-purpose SRAM, even if they are 
not of a Single transistor Single capacitor Structure. 
Furthermore, although in each of the embodiments 
described above it was arranged to perform the refresh, for 
example, upon the falling edge of the one shot pulse which 
was generated in the address transition detect Signal ATD, it 
would also be acceptable to invert the logic of this one shot 
pulse, and to perform the refresh upon its rising edge. This 
is exactly the same for each of the other signals, as well as 
with the address transition detect signal ATD. 

Furthermore, with the Semiconductor memory devices 
according to the various embodiments described above, 
although of course the embodiment is acceptable in which 
the entire circuit which was shown in, for example, FIG. 1 
is mounted upon a single chip, an embodiment would also 
be acceptable of a type in which the entire circuit was 
Separated into Several functional blocks and each functional 
block was mounted upon a separate chip. AS an example of 
the latter, a hybrid IC (integrated circuit) may be conceived 
in which the control Section which generates the various 
control signals and address signals, and the memory cell 
Section, are mounted upon separate chips (a control chip and 
a memory chip). That is to say, a structure of a type in which 
various types of control Signals are Supplied to a memory 
chip from a control chip which is provided exterior to a 
memory chip is also included within the Scope of the present 
invention. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

The present invention offers techniques for implementing 
Semiconductor memory devices which have the following 
Special characteristics. 
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Normal reading and writing access does not become 

delayed due to refresh. 
Even in circumstances Such as skew being present in the 

address, the inconveniences do not occur of access 
delay taking place and of the memory cells being 
destroyed. 

It is possible to Shorten the entire memory cycle by 
reducing the write time period. 

Even operating according to a general-purpose SRAM 
Specification, and even with increase of capacity, the 
chip Size is Small, the power consumption is low, and 
moreover the price is cheap. 

A Standby mode the same as employed with a general 
purpose SRAM, and also a unique low power con 
Sumption mode that is not seen with existing Semicon 
ductor memory devices, are available. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Semiconductor memory device comprising: 
a memory cell array comprising memory cells which 

require refresh; 
an access circuit which performs refresh of the memory 

cell array after reading or writing for an access address 
has been performed for the memory cell array; and 

a control circuit which, after a memory cycle in which a 
write request and write data presented asynchronously 
for the access address is input, makes the access circuit 
perform late writing using the acceSS address and the 
write data provided in the memory cycle. 

2. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
wherein, in a memory cycle in which a next write request for 
the preceding write request is presented, the control circuit 
performs writing corresponding to the preceding write 
request by late writing. 

3. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
wherein, when the write request becomes invalid in the 
memory cycle in which the write request is presented, the 
control circuit takes in the access address and the write data 
presented in the memory cycle and uses the acceSS address 
and the write data in the late writing. 

4. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
wherein the control circuit detects that a chip is in the non 
Selected State or the deactivated State, and performs the late 
Writing during the non Selected State or the deactivated State. 

5. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
further comprising: an address transition detect circuit which 
detects whether a chip has transited from the non Selected 
State to the Selected State, or that the access addres has 
changed, and 

wherein the control circuit Starts the reading or the writing 
after a skew period has elapsed which is Set greater than 
or equal to the maximum value of a skew included at 
least one of a chip Select Signal which controls the 
Selected State or non Selected State, and the access 
address, taking the time of detection as a reference. 

6. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 5, 
wherein the control circuit Sets the completion timing of the 
skew period after the time at which it is determined whether 
the write request is presented. 

7. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 5, 
wherein, if writing, reading, or refresh which was started in 
a memory cycle preceding to the current memory cycle in 
which a read request or a write request is Supplied has not 
been completed by the completion timing of a skew period 
for the current memory cycle, the control circuit delays the 
Start of writing or reading in the current memory cycle until 
the writing, reading, or refresh has been completed. 
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8. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 7, 
wherein the access circuit performs refresh after reading or 
Writing only once in a plurality of memory cycles, and 

the control circuit delays the Start of writing or reading in 
a memory cycle which is Subsequent to the memory 
cycle in which the refresh is performed. 

9. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
wherein the access circuit performs reading or late writing 
Simultaneously for a plurality of addresses in the memory 
cell array, and 

the control circuit performs the operation of Sequentially 
outputting to the outside read data which have been 
obtained by the reading, or the operation of Sequen 
tially taking in write data which are input from the 
outside for the next late writing, in parallel with the 
refresh. 

10. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 9, 
wherein the control circuit detects a change of predeter 
mined upper bits in the access addres and, when performing 
the reading or the late writing, Successively outputs the read 
data or Successively takes in the write data for a plurality of 
addresses for which the predetermined upper bits in the 
access address are the same, while varying the lower address 
in the acceSS address which is made up from the bits other 
than the predetermined upper bits. 

11. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
10, wherein the control circuit Successively outputs the read 
data or Successively takes in the write data according to the 
lower address Supplied from the outside. 

12. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
10, wherein the control circuit Successively outputs the read 
data or Successively takes in the write data while varying the 
lower address according to a predetermined order based 
upon an initial value of the lower address Supplied from the 
outside. 

13. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
wherein the control circuit detects that a chip is in the non 
Selected State or the deactivated State, and performs the 
refresh during the non Selected State or the deactivated State. 

14. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 1, 
further comprising: 

a refresh control circuit comprising circuitry within the 
access circuit and the control circuit which performs 
control of the refresh, and a refresh address generation 
circuit which generates a refresh address showing 
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memory cells to be refreshed, and which updates the 
refresh address each time the refresh is performed; 

a voltage generation circuit which generates Voltages 
Supplied to parts within the device; and 

a mode Switching circuit which Switches to one of a first 
mode in which power Source is Supplied both to the 
refresh control circuit and to the Voltage generation 
circuit, a Second mode in which Supply of power Source 
to the refresh control circuit is stopped while power 
Source is Supplied to the Voltage generation circuit, and 
a third mode in which supply of power source both to 
the refresh control circuit and to the Voltage generation 
circuit is stopped, and which controls whether Supply 
of power Source is performed to the refresh control 
circuit and the Voltage generation circuit according to 
the Switched mode. 

15. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
14, wherein the mode Switching circuit performs Switching 
of mode by detecting that writing of predetermined data in 
each mode has been performed for a predetermined address. 

16. A Semiconductor memory device comprising: 
a memory cell array comprising memory cells which 

require refresh; 
an access circuit which performs refresh of the memory 

cell array accompanying a write cycle for an access 
address, and performs refresh of the memory cell array 
Spontaneously after a predetermined time period has 
elapsed from performing the refresh which accompa 
nies the write cycle; and 

a control circuit which, after a memory cycle in which a 
write request and write data presented asynchronously 
for the access address is input, makes the access circuit 
performing late writing using the access address and 
the write data which is provided in the memory cycle. 

17. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
16, wherein the access circuit performs Spontaneous refresh 
after temporarily Selecting a word line in the memory cell 
array which is designated by the access address in a write 
cycle for the access address. 

18. A Semiconductor memory device according to claim 
16, wherein the access circuit performs Spontaneous refresh 
after temporarily Selecting a word line in the memory cell 
array which is designated by the acceSS address in a read 
cycle for the access address. 

k k k k k 
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